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ABSTRACT
Khatiwada, Rakshya PhD, Purdue University, May 2015. Experimental constraints on
exotic spin-dependent interactions using specialized materials. Major Professor: Mike
Snow.
Various theories predict the possible existence of symmetry violating forces with mesoscopic range interactions from mm-µm [1]. These forces can arise from the coupling of
a spin 0 boson to spin

1
2

fermions through scalar (gs ) and pseudoscalar (gp ) couplings.

We discuss two experiments that can investigate these interactions using nucleon rich,
impressively low magnetic susceptibility (5-100 times lower than pure water) test masses
and electron-spin rich, polarized test masses (spin density: 1020 cmh̄ 3 ). The first experiment
looks for a P-odd, T-odd interaction potential proportional to (~σ · ~r) where ~σ is the spin
of one particle and ~r is the unit vector pointing from the first particle to the second. We
use ensembles of polarized nuclei and the unpolarized low magnetic susceptibility masses
along with NMR techniques to search for such a potential over sub-mm ranges. We established an improved upper bound on the product gs gpn of the scalar coupling to particles in
the unpolarized mass and the pseudoscalar coupling of polarized neutrons for force ranges
from 10−4 to 10−2 m, corresponding to a mass range of 2 × 10−3 to 2 × 10−5 eV for the
exchange boson [2]. The second experiment proposes to investigate several electron-spin
dependent potentials. It will use polarized electron masses as the source of pseudoscalar
vertex and double planar 1kHz mechanical oscillators to look for such potentials over the
sub-mm range. The projected sensitivity for this experiment surpasses the existing experimental limits for several of the spin dependent interactions by 4-8 orders of magnitude
for ranges below 10−3 m [3].
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1. Introduction
Curiosity has led humankind to investigate and understand a great deal of the universe
and its contents over hundreds of years. It is undeniably the greatest of human achievements to have acquired such a deep understanding of our surroundings, from miniscule
subatomic particles to massive galaxies in such a short period of time∼ hundreds of years,
as compared to the age of the universe∼ 13.798 ± 0.037 billion years. Having said that, in
the realm of possible volume of information the cosmos holds, we know close to nothing.
The Standard Model (SM) with gauge symmetry SU (3) × SU (2) × U (1), is a comprehensive model of the elementary particles and their fundamental interactions, that explains
a great deal of physics, but does not include gravity. Observables that are inadequately
explained in the Standard Model include the matter antimatter asymmetry, finite neutrino mass, and the dark matter among others. These ideas are intertwined together when
studied deeper and can certainly give useful insight into one another.

The universe is predominantly composed of matter rather than antimatter and the
answer as to what happened in the early universe that caused its evolution away from the
equilibrium is still a mystery. According to the Big Bang theory, equal amounts of matter and antimatter are believed to be created and subsequently annihilated into photons
which observational cosmology refers to as the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation. Needless to say, not all the matter got annihilated, whose evidence we see today
in the form of the observable universe. Over the years, physicists have theorized different
charge conjugation-parity (CP) symmetry and baryon number violating mechanisms that
could possibly come into play to help explain these puzzles.
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Charge conjugation (C), parity (P) and time reversal (T) symmetry are important
discrete symmetries of the Standard Model and CPT symmetry is obeyed by the SM.
The electromagnetic interactions obey C, P, and T symmetries separately, whereas the
weak interaction is found to violate P and CP symmetry [4, 5]. The strong interaction is
described by quantum chromodynamics (QCD) framework and its Lagrangian contains a
CP violating parameter θ which could have any value from 0 to 2π. Nonzero θ implies
CP violation in strong interactions. As a consequence, the neutron acquires a nonzero
R
electric dipole moment. Electric dipole moment d = xρ(x)d3 x is P and T violating
which also implies CP violation [6]. An experimental upper limit on the neutron electric
dipole moment from precision measurement experiments is found to be much smaller than
the value of 10−18 e.m that one would expect from dimensional analysis [7]. This limit on
the neutron dipole moment dn can be interpreted in terms of the θ parameter as [9, 172]
dn = 5.2 × 10−18 θe.m.
dn
θ=
5.2 × 10−18 e.m

(1.0.1)

If one was to use the latest upper limits on dn of 2.9 × 10−28 e.m set by the polarized
ultracold neutrons [7], to derive the limit for θ, one gets
θ ≤ 5.5 × 10−11

(1.0.2)

which is really small. The contribution from weak interaction to the dn is less than 10−34
e.m [171] and rest is from the strong interaction. This unnaturally small value of θ gives
rise to the “strong CP problem”: why is θ so small?.

The most compelling theoretical solution to the strong CP problem so far was suggested by Pecci and Quinn in 1977. They introduced a global U(1) symmetry that promoted θ to a dynamical field [11, 12]. This Pecci-Quinn symmetry, is supposed to have
been broken in the early universe, which drives θ a very small but nonzero value causing
CP violation and possibly the matter-antimatter asymmetry. The light particle associated
with this broken symmetry would be the axion [13]. It has no spin and electric charge
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and interacts weakly with ordinary matter. It is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson with
sub-eV mass.

The inadequate understanding of what dark matter and dark energy is and what it
is composed of spans a big chunk of this generation’s physicists’ curiosity. Experimental
observations suggest that the majority of the energy density in the universe is composed of
dark matter (27%) and dark energy (68%). Visible baryonic matter like planets, stars and
galaxies contribute only about 5% of the energy density of the universe. Observational
astronomy findings suggest that “gravitational lensing” ie; distortion of light coming from
the galaxies due to gravitational effects requires dark matter [22]. Another technique that
scientists use to investigate dark matter is the study of rotation of the galaxies. Cosmic
microwave background radiation mapping of the universe is also used to shed light on the
dark matter content of the universe.

Dark energy is even less understood than dark matter. Simple dimensional analysis
of dark energy density, (1meV )4 corresponds to the length scale of about 100µm [16].
Therefore, interesting “new physics” might be coming into play at this length scale that
might help uncover the mystery of dark energy as well.

Another approach to see the necessity of “new physics” not included in the Standard
Model is to consider the different length scales the current interactions cover. The shortest distance regime are probed by weak (10−18 m) and strong (10−15 m) interactions with
coupling strengths αw = 10−3 and αs = 1. Electromagnetic interaction has an infinite
range with coupling strengths αem =

1
.
137

The sub-mm range for interactions is a less

explored territory and holds a great deal of promise in terms of new interactions and
phenomena. In addition to the Pecci-Quinn mechanism, many other theories like string
theory and other extensions of the Standard Model propose weakly interacting sub-eV
particles like axions or axion like particles (ALPS) [2, 14–16]. These particles could me-
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diate novel interactions in the mm to micron range. Two fermions could interact with
each other by exchanging a light (sub eV) spin 0 boson like an axion or axion like particle (ALPs) [21]. These particles are weakly interacting and could possibly be cold dark
matter candidates [23]. Different laboratory experiments and astrophysical observations
have constrained the axion mass to be between 10−6 to 10−3 eV which corresponds to the
“axion window” of 2 × 10−2 to 20 × 10−6 m. The experiments and observations can be
categorized into direct and indirect axion searches. This thesis falls under the indirect
search for axions since it investigates possible new spin-dependent forces in the sub-mm
range that result from the two fermion interactions, mediated by a spin-0 boson like the
axion or axion like particles. Constraining these forces can give us information about
axions and other possible particles beyond the Standard Model particles.

The hardest part of investigating new physics is the experiment itself that includes acquiring the necessary tools and techniques that fulfill the desired requirements. It is often
necessary to exploit or invent new procedures and materials that allow one to remove some
extraneous component with unwanted physical properties to make progress in experimental physics. Scientists have come up with clever techniques to look for spin-dependent
interactions [2,3,59,139] which typically employ one test mass which includes either spinpolarized electrons or nuclei and a second nonmagnetic test mass which is moved close
to and far from the polarized ensemble. The energy shift of the spins from this possible
new spin-dependent interaction comes from the coherent sum over the individual protons,
neutrons, or electrons in the atoms. However, all of these spin ensembles are either immersed in an external magnetic field or themselves generate a magnetic field through their
magnetic moments. The introduction of a test mass (the source of unpolarized particles)
with finite magnetic susceptibility near and far from the ensemble necessarily disturbs
the magnetic field and therefore the spin dynamics of the ensemble, thereby generating a
systematic error in the experiment. The magnetic field generated by polarized electron
sources of nontrivial density are naturally much larger than those from polarized nuclei
due to the much larger electron magnetic moment, and some work has been done to
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prepare special materials which can suppress these external fields [3, 124, 125, 129–131].
Not only in the case of the source of electron spin-polarized masses, but also in the case
of polarized nuclei and nonmagnetic mass ensemble, such fields generated by polarized
electrons are a problem.

Systematic error from magnetic susceptibility of the test masses threatens to constitute a fundamental limitation on measurements of this type. This issue is not an abstract
one: already systematic effects from the magnetic susceptibility of the test masses in these
experiments are starting to become a serious problem. In the work of [146] which used a
torsion balance to set a limit on possible monopole-dipole interactions involving polarized
electrons, it was necessary in the end to coat the silicon test mass with paramagnetic terbium and exploit the variation of its magnetic susceptibility with temperature to cancel
a systematic error coming from the finite magnetic susceptibility of silicon. In the work
of [139], which used a bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) crystal as a test mass of high
nucleon density to search for neutron monopole-dipole interactions, it was discovered that
the magnetic susceptibility of the material possessed an unexpected, slow time-dependent
drift in the very low magnetic field environment in which the measurement was conducted. In the foreseeable future, the sensitivity of all of these techniques will continue
to improve. It is therefore important to engage in an experimental investigation of methods to suppress the magnetic susceptibility of the test mass materials. In Chapter 3, we
will discuss very low magnetic susceptibility compounds fabricated and characterized at
Indiana University specifically designed to be used as the source of unpolarized mass in
precision measurements. We also investigate and discuss electron spin-polarized masses
with low external magnetic fields but high spin density which have the potential to be
used as the source of polarized masses in such laboratory experiments.

Two “table top” experiments in particular are described in this thesis that use different techniques and apparatus to look for such spin-dependent forces. We discuss the
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details of the experimental R&D and recent developments to improve the sensitivity of
the next generation of these experiments of which investigation of exotic test mass materials is an integral part. Already these experiments have put competitive constraints
on the parameters that define spin-dependent forces using the nonmagnetic and magnetic
masses we fabricated at Indiana University. If a signal of such force is confirmed through
experiments, it would represent an exciting discovery and would undoubtedly help explain
the existing problems and puzzles in physics that were discussed earlier. Needless to say,
in the absence of such force, these experiments will give valuable insight regarding the
future direction in addressing the existing deficiencies of the Standard Model.

7

2. Novel interactions between two fermions
We have established that our motivation is to search for novel forces of nature mediated by
a very light spin 0 boson in the sub-mm range. We will write out the interaction potential
from first principles using two fermion interaction exchanging one spin 0 boson following
the path in Ref. [15]. Let’s start by writing out the amplitude for the elastic scattering
of two fermions. The possible scattering diagrams of two particles are given by different
channels represented by the Mandelstam variables s, t and u. We use natural units of c=1
and h̄ = 1. In the Minkwoski metric, chosen to be (1, -1, -1, -1), the elastic scattering s, t
and u channel Feynman diagrams are respectively given in Fig. (2.1), where p1 and p2 are
the initial four momenta and p01 and p02 are the final momenta. ~q is the momentum transfer.

For spin 0 boson exchange between fermions, the possible couplings are the scalar gs
and pseudoscalar gp . Combinations of these vertices give rise to three possible diagrams
shown in Fig. (2.2). In the case of new spin 1 boson exchange, the possible couplings
are the vector gv and axial vector gA coupling constants [15, 39]. Similarly, possible
combinations of these vertices yield three diagrams shown in Fig. (2.3). Where, ψ̄(p01 ),
ψ̄(p02 ), ψ(p1 ), ψ(p2 ) are the Dirac spinors associated with the particles 1 and 2. Since
our focus is on the spin 0 boson exchange, we will proceed with this case. In Fig. (2.2),
P~ = 21 (p1 +p01 ) is the average momentum of the fermion 1 and ~q = p01 −p1 is the momentum
transfer between the two.
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Figure 2.1.: (Top to bottom) s, u and t channel diagrams for particles with initial four
momenta p1 and p2 and final four momenta p01 and p02 . q is the four momentum transfer
between the two particles.

The scalar and pseudoscalar vertices due to coupling of the scalar boson with fermions
come from the following interaction terms in the Lagrangian
Ls = gs φ(q)ψ̄(p01 )ψ(p1 )
Lp = gp φ(q)ψ̄(p02 )iγ5 ψ(p2 )

(2.0.1)

where gs is the scalar coupling and gp is the pseudoscalar coupling [1]. When this interaction B is averaged over a collection of particles in the nonrelativistic limit, the gs
coupling applies to all of the unpolarized particles and gp coupling applies to all of the
polarized particles. φ(q) is the scalar field for the spin 0 boson. The combination of these
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Figure 2.2.:

(Top to bottom) Scalar-scalar, scalar-pseudoscalar, and pseudoscalar-

pseudoscalar coupling diagrams mediated by a spin 0 boson which give rise to monopolemonopole, monopole-dipole and dipole-dipole forces respectively. ψ̄(p01 ), ψ̄(p02 ), ψ(p1 ) and
ψ(p2 ) are the Dirac spinors associated with particles 1 and 2.
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Figure 2.3.: (Top to bottom) Vector-vector, vector-axial vector, axial vector-axial vector
coupling diagrams mediated by a spin 1 particle. ψ̄(p01 ), ψ̄(p02 ), ψ(p1 ) and ψ(p2 ) are the
Dirac spinors associated with the particles 1 and 2.
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vertices generate the amplitude for the interactions that result in monopole-monopole
forces for scalar-scalar coupling, monopole-dipole forces for scalar-pseudoscalar coupling
and dipole-dipole forces for pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar coupling.

With the spins of the two fermions σ1 and σ2 and their momentum transfer and
average momentum, we can construct 16 possible nonrelativistic, rotationally invariant
scalar operators given in Ref. [15].
O1 = 1,
O2 = ~σ1 · ~σ2 ,
1
(~σ1 · ~q) (~σ2 · ~q) ,
m2


i
~
O4,5 =
(~σ1 ± ~σ2 ) · P × ~q ,
2m2


i
i h
~
~
O6,7 =
~
σ
·
P
(~
σ
·
~
q
)
±
(~
σ
·
~
q
)
~
σ
·
P
,
2
1
2
1
2m2


1 
~
~
O8 = 2 ~σ1 · P
~σ2 · P ,
m
i
(~σ1 ± ~σ2 ) · ~q,
O9,10 =
2m
i
O11 =
(~σ1 × ~σ2 ) · ~q,
m
1
(~σ1 ± ~σ2 ) · P~ ,
O12,13 =
2m
1
O14 =
(~σ1 × ~σ2 ) · P~ ,
m
i
h

io

1 nh
~
~
,
O15 =
~σ1 · P × ~q (~σ2 · ~q) + (~σ1 · ~q) ~σ2 · P × ~q
2m3
io
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h

i nh
~
~
~
~
O16 =
~
σ
·
P
×
~
q
~
σ
·
P
+
~
σ
·
P
~
σ
·
P
×
~
q
.
1
2
1
2
2m3
O3 =
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The nonrelativistic momentum-space scattering amplitude can be written in terms of
these operators as [15]:
16






X
2
~
A ~q, P = P(~q )
Oi ~q, P~ fi1,2 ~q 2/m2 , P~ 2/m2 ,

(2.0.2)

i=1

where P(~q ) is the propagator, and fi1,2 are dimensionless scalar functions with coeffi2

cients depending on the coupling of the exchange boson to fermions and corresponding to
respective potentials Vi given in Eq. (2.0.5). The superscripts 1 and 2 denote the species
of fermions (e for electron, n for neutron, p for proton and N for nucleon in general).
The Fourier transform of the momentum-space amplitude with respect to the momentum
transfer ~q gives the position-space potentials as listed in Ref. [15],
Z
d3 q
V (~r, ~v ) = −
A(~q, m~v )ei.~q.~r
(2π)3
where ~r is the position and, ~v =

~
P
m

(2.0.3)

is the average velocity of the fermion of mass m. The

amplitude depends on the exchange boson’s mass ma . The subscript a denotes axion or
axion like particles. The set of spin-dependent potentials is given by
Z
Vi (~r, ~v ) = −

d3 q i~q·~r
e P(~q 2 ) Oi (~q, m~v ) ,
(2π)3

For one boson exchange, P(~q 2 ) = − ~2 1

q +m2a

(2.0.4)

. The above expressions can be simplified using

this propagator to give the following parity-invariant potentials:
V1 =

1 −ma r
e
4πr

1
~σ1 · ~σ2 e−ma r ,
4πr







d
1
d
1 2 d2
ˆ
ˆ
=
~σ1 · ~σ2 1 − r
− 3 ~σ1 · ~r
~σ2 · ~r
1−r + r
e−ma r
4πm2 r3
dr
dr 3 dr2



1
d
ˆ
= −
(~σ1 ± ~σ2 ) · ~v × ~r
1−r
e−ma r
8πm r2
dr

h

 

i
1
d
= −
(~σ1 · ~v ) ~σ2 · ~rˆ ± ~σ1 · ~rˆ (~σ2 · ~v ) 1 − r
e−ma r
8πm r2
dr

V2 =
V3
V4,5
V6,7

V8 =

1
(~σ1 · ~v ) (~
σ 2 · ~v ) e−ma r
4πr

(2.0.5)
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where r is the magnitude of the ~r vector, and
~r
~rˆ ≡ .
r
is the unit vector. The range of the interaction is λ =

(2.0.6)
1
.
ma

Similarly, the following parity-violating potentials are obtained:


1
d
ˆ
V9,10 = −
e−ma r ,
(~σ1 ± ~σ2 ) · ~r 1 − r
8πm r2
dr


1
d
ˆ
V11 = −
e−ma r ,
(~σ1 × ~σ2 ) · ~r 1 − r
4πm r2
dr
V12,13 =

1
(~σ1 ± ~σ2 ) · ~v e−ma r ,
8πr

1
(~σ1 × ~σ2 ) · ~v e−ma r ,
4πr
nh
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h

io
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ˆ
ˆ
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~
σ
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×
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r
~
σ
·
~
r
+
~
σ
·
~
r
~
σ
·
~
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×
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r
1
2
1
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8πm2 r3


1 2 d2
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e−ma r ,
dr 3 dr2

nh

i
h

io 
1
d
ˆ
ˆ
~σ1 · ~v × ~r (~σ2 · ~v ) + (~σ1 · ~v ) ~σ2 · ~v × ~r
= −
1−r
8πm r2
dr
−ma r
e
.
(2.0.7)

V14 =
V15

V16

In the q~2 = 0 limit, the potential between two fermions mediated by one boson exchange is given by:
V (~r, ~v ) =

16
X


Vi (~r, ~v ) fi1,2 0, v~ 2 ,

(2.0.8)

i=1

For either spin 0 or spin 1 boson exchange, the interaction potentials can be expressed in terms of the coefficients fi1,2 corresponding to respective potentials Vi given in
Eq. (2.0.11), Eq. (2.0.12), and Eq. (2.0.13). These coupling coefficients depend on the
coupling of the boson with various fermions (electrons e, protons p and neutrons n) denoted by their superscripts. One can also express these coefficients in terms of the scalar
gs and pseudoscalar gp coupling constants for spin 0 boson exchange and axial vector gA
and vector gV coupling constants in the case of spin 1 boson exchange as given in Table
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(2.1) in Ref. [3]. The spin-dependent potential between one point-like mass which is electron spin-polarized along a unit vector ~σ 1 , and the neutron, protons and electrons from a
point-like, electrically neutral, unpolarized object is given by
Vσe (~r, ~v ) = Ne1 σe1 [Np (Vσee + Vσep ) + Nn Vσen ] ,

(2.0.9)

with i = 4, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13 [15]. Here, ~v is center of mass velocity of the polarized mass
with respect to the unpolarized mass, Ne1 is the total number of electrons in the polarized
object, Np and Nn are the number of protons and neutrons in the unpolarized object, and
σe is the polarization of the electron polarized object. Vσee , Vσep and Vσen are the average
potentials between the electron spin and the electrons, protons and the neutrons in the
unpolarized object. These are also called the monopole-dipole potentials. Similarly, the
potential between two electron polarized masses with polarization σe1 and σe2 is given by
Vσe1 σe2 (~r, ~v ) = Ne1 σe1 Ne2 σe2

X

fiee (0, 0) Vi (~r, ~v ) ,

(2.0.10)

i

where indices 1 and 2 denote two particles and the rest of the parameters hold the same
meaning as above. ~v : center of mass velocity of the polarized mass with respect to the
second polarized mass. f ee (0, 0) are the dimensionless coefficients discussed in Eq. (2.0.2).

So far we have only explored the V9+10 spin-dependent potential with polarized neutrons experimentally but we plan to put limits on several of these spin-dependent potentials given in Eq. (2.0.4) using polarized electrons that could be mediated by a single spin
0 or spin 1 boson exchange. Therefore, it is useful to write out the potentials in Eq. (2.0.4)
in terms of the coefficients fi1,2 for the interaction between an electron-polarized mass and
an unpolarized mass, and two electron polarized masses as listed below. It might be easier
to categorize these potentials in three categories.
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The velocity-independent and both fermion’s spin-dependent potentials arising from
dipole-dipole interactions which depend on the spins of both particles are given below in
terms of h̄ and c.
V2
V3
V11

 
1 −r/λ
=
· σ̂2 )
e
4π
r





h̄3
1
1
3
1
3
ee
= f3
(σ̂1 · σ̂2 )
+ 2+ 3
e−r/λ
+ 3 − (σ̂1 · r̂)(σ̂2 · r̂)
2
2
2
4πme c
λr
r
λ r λr
r


2
1
1
ee h̄
= −f11
[(σ̂1 × σ̂2 ) · r̂]
+ 2 e−r/λ .
(2.0.11)
4πme
λr r
h̄c
f2ee (σ̂1

As defined in Chapter 2, the spins σ1 and σ2 denote the spins of two fermions, in this
case two electrons. me is the mass of the electron, r̂ = ~r/r is the unit vector pointing
from one electron to the other, and λ is the interaction range. These potentials can be
probed using polarized electron sources.

Similarly, the velocity-dependent and both fermion’s spin-dependent potentials arising
from dipole-dipole interactions which depend on the spins of both particles are:


1
1
h̄2
ee
V6+7 = −f6+7
[(σ̂1 · ~v )(σ̂2 · r̂)]
+
e−r/λ
4πme c
λr r2
 
1 −r/λ
ee h̄
V8 = f8
[(σ̂1 · ~v )(σ̂2 · ~v )]
e
4πc
r
 
1 −r/λ
ee h̄
[(σ̂1 × σ̂2 ) · ~v ]
e
V14 = f14
4π
r
h̄3
ee
V15 = −f15
{[σ̂1 · (~v × r̂)] (σ̂2 · r̂) + (σ̂1 · r̂) [σ̂2 · (~v × r̂)]}
8πm2e c2


3
1
3
+
+
e−r/λ
λ2 r λr2 r3


h̄2
1
1
ee
V16 = −f16
{[σ̂1 · (~v × r̂)] (σ̂2 · ~v ) + (σ̂1 · ~v ) [σ̂2 · (~v × r̂)]}
+
e−r/λ
8πme c2
λr r2
(2.0.12)
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Here ~v is the relative velocity of the two fermions. The rest are spin-dependent potentials
arising from monopole-dipole interactions which depend on the spin of only one of the
two particles.
V4+5
V9+10
V12+13







A−Z
h̄2
1
1
ep
ee
en
= −Z f⊥ + f⊥ +
f⊥
[σ̂1 · (~v × r̂)]
+
e−r/λ
Z
8πme c
λr r2



 2


A−Z
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1
1
ee
ep
en
= Z fr + fr +
fr
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+
e−r/λ
Z
8πme
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h̄
1 −r/λ
A−Z
en
ee
ep
fv
(σ̂1 · ~v )
e
,
= Z fv + fv +
Z
8π
r
(2.0.13)

Here Z is the atomic number and A is the mass number of the unpolarized atom. The
coupling constants f⊥1,2 , fr1,2 and fv1,2 are defined as:
f⊥1,2 = −f41,2 − f51,2
1,2
fr1,2 = −f91,2 − f10

fv1,2 =

1,2
1,2
f12
+ f13
.

(2.0.14)

The potentials V11 , V12+13 , and V16 violate parity (P ), V6+7 violates time-reversal
symmetry (T ), and V9+10 , V14 and V15 violate both P and T . In the following subsections,
we will be discussing particularly the V9+10 potential and the experimental constraints on
it using polarized neutrons and electrons. We will also discuss the rest of these potentials
and the current limits on them in terms of fi1,2 using polarized electrons in Chapter 4 in
detail. We established that the rotationally invariant, nonrelativistic potentials discussed
earlier yield three different types of forces, which are monopole-dipole, dipole-dipole and
monopole-monopole. Out of the 16 potentials, all are spin-dependent potentials and
depend either on the spin of one particle or both except for V1 .

2.1

Monopole-dipole interactions
Monopole-dipole interactions can be experimentally probed using unpolarized mass as

the source of monopole and polarized mass as the source of dipole or spin. Polarized parti-
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Table 2.1.:

Coefficients fi1,2 in terms of scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, and axial vector

coupling constants for the case of single massive spin-0 and spin-1 boson exchange, following Ref. [15] and published in Ref. [3], as applied to the experiment in Chapter 4. The
approximation A = 2Z is used in Eq. 2.0.13 for couplings to unpolarized masses, which
for the case of the proposed experiment (which uses silicon masses) is accurate to within
1%. The results for f⊥ee + f⊥ep + f⊥en (s = 1) and fvee + fvep + fven ignore additional terms
scaled by me /mp,n and me /M , where M is explained in [15].
Parameter

s=0

s=1

f2ee

0

(gAe )2

f3ee

− 14 (gPe )2

ee
f11

0

gAe gVe

ee
f6+7

0

gAe gVe 1

f8ee

0

− 45 (gAe )2

ee
f14

0

(gAe )21

ee
f15

0

(gVe )21

ee
f16

0

gAe gVe 1

1
[(gVe )2
4

+ (gAe )2 ]

f⊥ee + f⊥ep + f⊥en

1 e e
g [g
2 S S

free + frep + fren

gPe [gSe + gSp + gSn ]

gAe [gVe + gVp + gVn ]1

fvee + fvep + fven

0

2gAe [2gVe + gVp + gVn ]

+ gSp + gSn ]

1
[3(gVe )2
2

+ (gAe )2 + gVe gVp + gVe gVn ]

cles possess nonzero average spin projection over the volume of the test masses. Since such
interaction would depend on the spin, the name “spin-dependent interaction” and the force
resulting from such “spin-dependent force”. Generally speaking, experiments constraining spin-dependent and/or velocity-dependent interactions are several orders of magnitude
less stringent and fewer in number than spin-independent and velocity-independent interactions [16]. The potentials Vi where i = 4+5, 9+10, 12+13 in Eq. (2.0.13) discussed
earlier are the monopole-dipole potentials. As an example of a spin-dependent stationary
interaction where there is no relative velocity between the two particles of interest, we
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explore V9+10 . We discuss this interaction in detail because both experiments that will be
discussed in the following sections will investigate this interaction potential. This P and
T violating potential depends only on the spin of one particle and is given by
gs gpn h̄2
−r
1
1
(σˆ1 · r̂)( + 2 ) exp λ
V9+10 (r) =
8πmp
rλ r

(2.1.15)

where r̂ is the unit vector from the polarized particle to the unpolarized particle, σˆ1 is the
spin of the polarized particle, mp is the mass of the polarized particle, gs gpn denotes the
product of the couplings of the scalar vertex in the unpolarized mass and pseudoscalar
vertex in the polarized neutron and λ is the force range. As it turns out, the nuclear
polarization for the work we describe here is dominated in all cases by the neutrons in
the nucleus. In the future, the superscripts in the coupling constants will denote scalar
or pseudoscalar coming from nucleons (N), neutron (n) and electrons (e).

Spin-dependent interactions can be probed in the laboratory using any polarized
species like neutrons and electrons among many different methods of experiments, which
will be discussed in the following paragraphs. We will be discussing two separate experimental procedures, one of which uses polarized neutrons and the other electrons to look for
interaction potential given in Eq. (2.1.15). Before we move on to that, it could be helpful to
find out which area in phase space have been probed so far for spin-dependent forces that
fall under monopole-dipole interaction. Fig. (2.4) shows the approximate phase space for
existing limits on spin-dependent interactions using different experiments/approximation
methods [59]. In the absence of a signal, the results are reported in terms of the coupling
constant products relevant to the interaction of interest. Since the strength of the fundamental forces vary tremendously, these are reported in a logarithmic scale as we will see
in the phase space figures pertinent to different interactions in the following paragraphs.

Some approaches put direct limit on the coupling constant product of gs gp , whereas
others put limits on either gs and/or gp which can be ultimately used to put limit on
the product gs gp . As one can imagine with so many different ways and approximation
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techniques, it is not trivial to sum up all the information on a single phase space diagram,
therefore we find it sufficient to focus on cm to µm range and a handful of high impact
results.

The Y-axis in Fig. (2.4) denotes the coupling constant product gs gp (for monopoledipole forces) and the X-axis the range of interaction λ in meters. Here gs gp is kept
general since it includes gp limits from both polarized electrons (e) and nucleons (N)
denoted by the superscripts. Excluded region or the region above the curves denotes
the area that is found to have no sign of monopole-dipole force signal through different experiments/calculations. The solid line denotes the direct experimental searches for
gsN gpN using polarized nuclei [2, 61, 139], mercury precession [62], and ultra-cold neutron
experiments [121]. The dotted curve denotes the constraints on gsN from scalar baryon
interactions probed by tests of Newton’s inverse square law experiments (torsion balance,
mechanical oscillators etc.) [3, 16, 47, 68, 71–73] and weak equivalence principle [74, 75]
combined with astrophysical limits on gp probed by stellar energy loss [65, 66] and gpN
from SN198 neutrino signal duration [59,65]. The dashed curve is the constraint from the
experiments limiting gs gpe using polarized electrons [62, 77, 80, 125, 146]. Lastly, the dashdot-dot curve denotes the limits from scalar baryon interactions for gsN [16, 47, 68, 71–75]
and astrophysical limits for gpe [64] multiplied together. The details of different processes
relevant to these experiments are discussed in Ref [59].

In general, gs gpN i.e. monopole-dipole forces using polarized nucleons in the given
range of > 10−6 m are best constrained directly by experiments using spin polarized nuclei
and ultra cold neutrons (UCN) [2, 59, 139]. Similarly, gs gpe i.e. the monopole-dipole forces
using polarized electrons are best constrained directly by torsion balance and mechanical
oscillator experiments [3, 59]. (gsN )2 and ultimately, gsN i.e. monopole-monopole forces
are best constrained by mass coupled experiments like Yukawa correction to gravity [59]
and gpN and gpe are best constrained by stellar energy-loss calculations [59]. Together,
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Figure 2.4.: Limits from different experiments/approaches for monopole-dipole spindependent interactions [59].

The Y-axis denotes monopole-dipole coupling constant

product gs gp where gp comes from electron (e) or nucleon (N) denoted by the superscripts and the X-axis λ denotes the interaction range in meters.

“excluded re-

gion” denotes the area previously explored and determined to have no evidence of
spin-dependent interaction. The solid line denotes the direct experimental searches for
gsN gpN [2, 61, 62, 121, 139]. The dotted curve denotes the constraints on gsN from scalar
baryon interactions [3, 16, 47, 68, 71–75] combined with astrophysical limits on gp probed
by stellar energy loss [65, 66] and gpN from SN198 neutrino signal duration [59, 65]. The
dashed curve is the constraint from the experiments limiting gs gpe using polarized electrons [62, 77, 80, 125, 146]. Lastly, the dash-dot-dot curve denotes the limits from scalar
baryon interactions for gsN [16,47,68,71–75] and astrophysical limits for gpe [64] multiplied
together.
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these pseudo-scalars and scalars, provide the most stringent limits on gs gpN and gs gpe as
compared to the direct experimental limits on gs gp .

At large distances of > 10−3 m, test of the weak equivalence principle seem to be the
most effective method in constraining gs gp followed by Test of Newton’s inverse square
law experiments in the range up to 10−6 m regime. Ranges below this are best probed
by Casimir measurements [68]. Astrophysical limits are found to be most effective for
large boson masses which have too short of an interaction range for laboratory tests
(< 10−8 m) [59]. Most of the experiments that put limits on the pseudoscalar coupling
do so using polarized electrons. Therefore, investigating new pseudoscalar limits using
polarized nucleons is a necessary endeavor which we will address in the next Chapter.

The limits on the coupling of the spin 0 boson to the scalar and pseudoscalar can be
related to the QCD axion but one would have to consider the model dependent nature of
axions with corresponding factors and coefficients to be quantitative. The scalar and the
pseudoscalar coupling constants can be written in terms of the CP violating parameter θ
and the pion and axion decay constants fp and fa respectively as [1, 59, 81]
fπ
ma
θ∼
θ
fa
mπ

(2.1.16)

CmN
CmN ma e Dme
Dme ma
∼
, gp ∼
∼
fa
fπ mπ
fa
fπ mπ

(2.1.17)

gsN ∼
Similarly,
gpN ∼

where, ma and mπ are the masses of axion and pion respectively and C and D are coefficients that are model dependent. From these values, it can be inferred that
gsN gpN ∼

θCmN ma 2
(
)
fπ
mπ

(2.1.18)

gsN gpe ∼

θDme ma 2
(
)
fπ mπ

(2.1.19)

and

The limits on θs corresponding to gsN , gsN gpN and gsN gpe in this manner are all higher
than 10−8 [59]. These limits on θ compared to θ ∼ 10−11 from neutron electric dipole
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moment [7, 82, 83] is still big. Therefore, these limits from the scalar and pseudoscalar
couplings are still not stringent enough. Direct experimental limits on gs gpn and gs gpe are
still of utmost importance when investigating spin-dependent interactions and experimental techniques at Indiana University that put new limits in these forces will be discussed
in detail in Chapter 3 and 4.

We ultimately plan to probe all the monopole-dipole potentials Vi where i = 4+5, 9+10,
12+13, experimentally using polarized electrons and 1kHz planar mechanical oscillators.
The projected sensitivities associated with these potentials and the current status of the
experiments are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2.2

Dipole-dipole interactions
The light pesudoscalar bosons can mediate novel dipole-dipole forces between two

spin polarized fermions as we saw in Fig. (2.2). These forces are not easy to measure
experimentally because one has to account for the electromagnetic interaction that could
overshadow such interaction between the spins. Usually some specialized technique or
materials are necessary to keep the polarization and manipulate the polarized source
which becomes even more complicated with two polarized sources. Therefore there are
fewer experimental results for these forces than for monopole-dipole ones. Earlier we saw
potentials Vi where i = 2, 3, 11, 6, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16 in Eq. (2.0.11) and Eq. (2.0.12) which
are dipole-dipole, where the first three are independent of the relative velocity ~v between
the two particles and the rest are dependent on ~v . A widely used example of dipole-dipole
potential is the V3 potential given by [15, 50]:





gp2 h̄3
1
1
1
3
3
(σ̂1 · σ̂2 )
+
− (σ̂1 · r̂)(σ̂2 · r̂)
+
+
e−r/λ
V3 (r) =
4πm2e c
λr2 r3
λ2 r λr2 r3
(2.2.20)
This potential is velocity-independent. There are just a few previous limits for dipoledipole interactions which are shown in Fig. (4.11, 4.12) and (4.15, 4.16, 4.17). Using
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the 1kHz mechanical oscillators and electron polarized sources, we have the capability
to probe all of the dipole-dipole interactions discussed earlier Eq. (2.0.11, 2.0.12) in the
laboratory which we will discuss in Chapter 4.

Ref. [84, 85] show that using equivalence principle experiments that are sensitive to
spin-independent forces of order gp4 [86–88] resulting from double pseudoscalar boson exchange, one can put improved limits on the pseudoscalars of the order (gpp )2 and (gpn )2 .
Here, superscript p(n) denote proton(neutron). Combining constraints from weak equivalence principle with the constraints from test of gravitational inverse square law experiments, one can put better experimental limits on pseudoscalars to fermions.

2.3

Monopole-monopole interactions
We derived the interaction potentials of different types resulting from light spin 0 boson

earlier. The monopole-monopole forces arise from V1 which is the Yukawa potential. One
example of such interaction is the Yukawa correction to the Newtonian Gravity, given by
V1 (r) =

Gm1 m2 −r
αe λ
r

(2.3.21)

where G is the Newtonian gravitational constant, m1 and m2 are two masses of interest,
r is the separation between the two masses, and λ is the interaction range. Gravity is
among the least understood of interactions and has been tested extensively only in the
macroscopic range. The precision at which it is tested is also very low in comparison to
other forces like electromagnetism [43]. Two key energy scales in Nature are the Planck
scale∼ 1019 GeV and the electroweak scale∼ 103 GeV. At the Planck scale, gravity is
suppossed to be as strong as other forces and unified with them in some way. Various
theories have proposed that a Yukawa correction to gravity might come about from extra
dimension [40], string theory [41], QCD strong CP problem [1] etc. The correction would
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involve an additional term α, denoting relative strength to the Newtonian gravity and a
Yukawa term as shown below [50]
V (r) =

−r
Gm1 m2
(1 + αe λ )
r

(2.3.22)

The first term is Newtonian gravity. Using two unpolarized masses as the source of scalar
vertices, and different precision measurement techniques, one can explore the monopolemonopole interaction in the sub-mm range to get the idea about the new interaction
compared to gravity in this regime. In this context, since the interaction involves two
scalar vertices and appear as the product of gs × gs = gs2 in the interaction potential,
experimental constraints are reported in terms of either gs2 or α. Many experimental
techniques and approaches have constrained the strength of such Yukawa interactions in
the last few decades [42]. The constraints reported on α provide model independent information on any Yukawa force in comparison to the strength of gravity.

Fig. (2.5) is from the recent results of Ref. [58] denoted by the curve “IUPUI (2014)”
which was an improvement on α by a factor of 103 using isoelectronic technique that
subtracted the dominant Casimir force in the 300nm range. This used rotating masses of
gold and silicon to look for such Yukawa interaction in the sub micron range. Fig. (2.5)
shows the region that has been probed by different experiments and approaches for such
Yukawa interaction along with these new results. The Y-axis shows the coupling constant
with respect to gravity α and the X-axis denotes the range of interaction λ. Excluded
region denotes the region that has been investigated by previous experiments and has been
declared to have no signal of the new physics ie; the Yukawa correction to gravity. It also
shows the theories for new physics on the bottom of the curves from Ref. [40, 79, 89–91].
“Washington” curve denotes the results from University of Washington, Seattle group
which use a hanging horizontal planar pendulum above a rotating disk [72]. “Stanford”
curve is from Stanford micro-cantilever experiment that used 50µm gold cube suspended
above alternating low-high density materials and atomic force microscopy to measure the
force on the cube [47]. “Yale” curve is from the experiment that used torsion pendulum
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to measure the force between a gold plate and a gold plated lens [48]. IUPUI “(20052007)” is from Indiana University Purdue University that used isoelectronic technique
and gold coated probe and films and gold coated plates. “Riverside” is from University of
California Riverside using atomic force microscopy and gold surfaces [51]. At very small
distances∼ 0.1µm, Casimir and van der Waal’s forces dominate the gravitational force
which arise from zero point energy fluctuation of the electromagnetic field between two
large conductors in close proximity [44]. Therefore, limits from these experiments are
among the strongest and can be probed by different experimental technique like torsion
pendulums, atomic force microscopy and torsion oscillators [51–54].

Currently, no signal has been observed that confirms the existence of a Yukawa extension to gravity in the sub-mm range. These constraints on α represent the maximum
possible strength of gravity governed by the experimental precision. The recent constraints on α from the torsion balance experiments is in the order of 10−3 to 104 in the
interaction range of 10−2 to 10−5 m. The experimental limits in sub-micron region are
much stronger than gravity. Results from Ref. [55–57, 69] shows the value of α in the
order of 1013 to 1019 in the range of 100 to 10nm. Besides these Casimir force studies, α
(∼ 1030 ) limit has been put in the nm range from van der Waal’s force measurement by
Ref. [70].

A lot of experimental progress has been made to look for monopole-monopole interaction of which the Yukawa interaction we discussed is an example. Since a big part of
this thesis is relevant to novel mass developments for precision measurements, it is our
interest to explore more the possible test masses for such mass coupled force searches
as well. The experiments involving torsion balance and Casimir searches used concentrated unpolarized masses like quartz, copper, tungsten, aluminum, molybdenum, silicon,
gold, etc., as presented in the review of Ref. [42]. Here we saw that the criterion for
the test masses varies according to the experimental technique used in addition to the
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Figure 2.5.: Different constraints on Yukawa correction to gravity. Figure courtesy of
Ref. [58]. The Y-axis shows the strength of the Yukawa correction to gravity α and the
X-axis denotes the range of interaction λ in meters. Excluded region denotes the region
that has been investigated by previous experiments and has been declared to have no
signal of such Yukawa interaction. The limits are from: Washington [72], Stanford [47],
Yale [48], IUPUI (2014) [58], IUPUI (2005-2007) [55, 69], and Riverside [51]. The theoretical predictions are from Ref. [40, 79, 89–91].

basic requirement that the masses for monopole-monopole force searches be unpolarized.
We present some novel nonmagnetic (unpolarized) masses that we fabricated at Indiana
University in Chapter 3, which could in principle be of use in these mass coupled force
searches. Our focus however in this thesis will be more on the monopole-dipole force
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searches therefore this will be the extent of our discussion for monopole-monopole interaction experiments. In Chapter 3 and 4, we discuss the two experiments at Indiana
University that investigate the spin-dependent interactions using polarized neutrons and
electrons with different apparati and techniques.
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3. Experimental searches for spin-dependent interactions using
polarized neutrons
Different experimental techniques probe the spin-dependent interactions we discussed in
Chapter 2. Typically, one would need two objects with and without a net spin along with
technique/s capable of measuring any change in the dynamics between these two to look
for possible spin-dependent forces between them. We discuss two different experiments
that use very different techniques and sources of spins and net spinless masses to look for
spin-dependent potentials discussed in the previous chapter. The first experiment uses polarized 3 He as the source of spin and nonmagnetic mass (low magnetic susceptibility) along
with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) technique to look for the V9+10 monopole-dipole
potential discussed earlier. The second one uses rare earth iron garnets as the electron
spin polarized source and 1kHz planar mechanical oscillators as the spinless/unpolarized
mass source to look for all the monopole-dipole and dipole-dipole potentials discussed in
Eq. (2.0.11, 2.0.12, 2.0.13). This chapter discusses the first experiment [2] and is divided
into several subsections that discuss specific low magnetic susceptibility test masses developments that are relevant to the experiment along with various work on different areas
of the experiments. A thorough discussion of the experimental setup and results follows.
Finally, we will discuss the ongoing work for better sensitivity in the future experiment.

3.1

Nonmagnetic masses
Materials with very low DC magnetic susceptibility have many scientific applications.

To our knowledge however, relatively little research has been conducted with the goal
to produce a totally nonmagnetic material. This phrase, in our case, means a material
which after spatially averaging over macroscopic volumes, possesses an average zero DC
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magnetic susceptibility. Engineering a material with no static magnetic susceptibility averaged over a macroscopic volume is a nontrivial task for various reasons. The magnetic
susceptibility of many materials in practice is often determined by (magnetic) impurities,
and so one essential criterion for a practical low susceptibility material is the ability to
remove its magnetic impurities. Existing spin exchange relaxation-free SERF magnetometers which we want to use in future experiments are already sensitive to ppb magnetic
impurities held at distances as far as a few cm from the polarized gas ensemble [140].
Perfect crystals and liquid metals come to mind as possible candidates for materials with
relatively low magnetic impurities: clearly, chemical synthesis with pure materials can
address this issue directly. Certain materials (quartz, sapphire, silicon, gallium etc.) can
in principle at the time of this writing be obtained commercially with the required purity.
In the case of sapphire, delicate measurements conducted in low-temperature sapphire
resonators developed as time standards have been used to verify the absence of magnetic
impurities by direct measurement [148]. Large crystals grown as scintillator detectors in
nuclear and high energy physics might well possess small enough magnetic impurities: we
are not aware of any sensitive magnetic measurements that have been conducted in these
materials.

Even in a pure material, one always has the diamagnetic or paramagnetic contribution
to the susceptibility from the electronic orbital or spin response for its specific atomic or
chemical structure, and typically it is not easy to tune these values without either changing the conditions for motion of the electrons or changing the dynamics of the spin or
orbital moments. Although the diamagnetic susceptibility is normally temperature independent and the paramagnetic susceptibility is weakly temperature dependent near room
temperature according to the Curie-Weiss law, one is unlikely to be able to find a preexisting material with both paramagnetic and diamagnetic contributions to the susceptibility
with nearly equal magnitudes and which also nearly cancel around room temperature.
The anisotropic magnetic susceptibility induced by nontrivial crystal structure further
complicates this task. One solution is to mix different materials of opposite magnetic
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susceptibility in the right proportions to make a zero susceptibility mixture near room
temperature and choose the proportions under the assumption that the susceptibility is
not modified in the mixture in some nontrivial way. This condition is known as the
Wiedemann’s additivity law [149] in the literature.
χαβ mαβ = χα mα + χβ mβ

(3.1.1)

where α, β and αβ denote different components and the solution/mixture. χαβ , χα ,
and χβ are the mass magnetic susceptibility of the solution/mixtures and the individual
components α and β, and mαβ , mα and mβ are the masses of the solution/mixture and
individual components α and β. This law should be well satisfied for inert materials:
typically susceptibility modifications upon mixture only happen from some chemical reaction or from a change in the electrical conductance. Such susceptibility changes can be
used to learn about features of the relevant physics and chemistry [150]. Often the magnetic susceptibility changes noticeably only with a change in the thermodynamic phase
of the material at a magnetic phase transition. Many such phase transitions are either
first order (and therefore accompanied with a latent heat and the potential for forming
metastable states) or second order (and therefore typically associated with some form of
magnetic order which one does not want in the first place). The very extensive R&D done
on materials with reversibly changeable magnetic properties for microelectronics typically
searches for relatively large susceptibility changes in thin film magnetic materials and is
unfortunately of little use for our purposes as we are typically interested so far in searching
for spin-dependent forces over longer distance scales then the thickness of these films.

We report the magnetic properties of three qualitatively different classes of materials,
which fulfill many of these experimental requirements. We have successfully fabricated
and characterized four different materials that fall under three categories: (I) solutions
of paramagnetic salts and diamagnetic liquids, (II) liquid gallium-indium alloys and (II)
pressed powder mixtures of tungsten and bismuth with high nucleon denity. We present
a thorough discussion of the fabrication processes of these materials and show their mea-
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sured magnetic susceptibilities as a function of the proportions of the different mixtures in
the following sections. In all cases, the susceptibilities are a linear function of the mixture
proportions as predicted by the Wiedemann law. Although this is perhaps not surprising,
it is interesting to demonstrate this behavior explicitly in our case as it adds confidence
in the predictability of the mixing procedure for the fabrication of zero magnetic susceptibility materials. Magnetic susceptibility χ is defined as the magnetization M (magnetic
dipole moment per unit volume) induced by an applied magnetic field H.
M = χH

(3.1.2)

χ is unitless in SI system and all the measured values will be reported in the cgs units of
volume magnetic susceptibility. Before, we move on to different categories of nonmagnetic
masses we fabricated, we will discuss the apparatus we used to characterize them in the
following section.

3.1.1

Characterization of nonmagnetic masses

Many methods have been developed for the measurement of DC magnetic susceptibility [151–153] which are more sensitive and practical than the classic, widely-known
Guoy technique. Our magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed using a commercial magnetic susceptibility balance (MSB) auto (Johnson Matthey) whose working
mechanism is based on the Evan’s balance method [155]. It is advertised to operate over
a sensitivity range of 0.1 × 10−9 to 1.99 × 10−4 volume cgs units. For reference distilled
water, a commonly-used magnetic susceptibility standard has a magnetic susceptibility
of −0.712 × 10−6 volume cgs units at room temperature [154].

Fig. (3.1) shows MSB auto’s conceptual schematic [155]. It is a torsion balance containing two pairs of moving permanent magnets. The magnets are positioned at the
opposite ends of a beam of a torsion balance. The first pair of magnets produce a 0.5
Tesla homogenous field. When a substance with finite magnetic susceptibility is intro-
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Figure 3.1.: MSB auto schematic [155].

duced in this region, it introduces a magnetic field gradient, which exerts a torque on
the torsion balance and torques the beam. The rotation of the balance is detected with
optical sensors. A coil placed between the other pair of magnets carries a current that
in turn produces a magnetic field gradient force opposing this torque. This current is
proportional to the volume magnetic susceptibility of the sample. The force F acting on
the sample is given by [155]:

F =

χAH 2
2

(3.1.3)

where χ is the volume magnetic susceptibility of the sample, A is the sample cross sectional area and H is the uniform magnetic field produced by the permanent magnets.

As the susceptibility measurement is a DC measurement conducted mechanically by
the delicate torsion balance (MSB auto) with magnetically-generated torques, it is sensitive to external perturbations like tilt, magnetic noise, and temperature variations. To
minimize external magnetic field variations, we housed the device inside two concentric
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Figure 3.2.: (Left) Front view of the double layered mumetal shield that houses the MSB
auto. Measurement is done by inserting a NMR tube (containing the sample) attached
to a long straw from the top hole on the lid of the magnetic shield so that the tube sits
directly inside the MSB auto. (Right) Top view of the double layer mumetal shield as
well as the thermal insulation containing polyethylene beads (white). The MSB auto can
be seen at the center. The four plastic pillars hold the heavy mumetal lid.

Figure 3.3.: (Left) MSB auto sitting on top of the homemade kinematic mount with three
ceramic balls that ensure the repeatability of the position and flatness. The thermometer
is close to the hole containing the NMR tube from the lower surface of the MSB auto.
(Right) Picture of the double axis tilt sensor (Aositilt EZ 5000). R and P denote roll and
pitch.
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mumetal magnetic shields as shown in Fig. (3.2). The space between these two shields is
filled with polyethylene beads to increase the heat capacity of the system and attenuate
external thermal perturbations, and the whole apparatus is housed in external thermal
insulation. A fluxgate magnetometer with mG sensitivity monitors the residual stray field
inside the mumetal shield. The balance rests on a homemade kinematic mount Fig. (3.3)
on electrically insulating ceramic balls and is supported on a marble table of the type
commercially produced for sensitive weight balances. A double axis tilt sensor shown
in Fig. (3.3) (Aositilt EZ 5000) with 0.1 mrad sensitivity and a resistance thermometer
with mK resolution recorded any change in the tilt angles and temperature during the
measurement. We found that the balance would operate reproducibly at its sensitivity
limit with temperature variations below 10 mK, magnetic field variations under 10 mG
and tilt variations under 0.1 mrad.

Most of these components are computerized using data acquisition system. The MSB
auto is connected to the computer through a serial RS232 port and the digital data
is read through “Eltima software” virtual serial port driver. The same was true for a
pair of resistance thermometers that monitored the inside and outside magnetic shield
temperature. The tilt sensors were connected using a micro USB cable to the computer
and a hyperterminal to record data logs of dual axis tilt change. Data was taken over
hours and days to have a good understanding of the response of the MSB auto under
different environmental factors. We noticed a pattern of data drifting in general when
the data was taken for longer than a few minutes but it was more pronounced over longer
periods ∼ hours. We saw an inverse correlation between the local temperature of the
MSB auto and the measured magnetic susceptibility of the samples over long periods.
However, this change in the magnetic susceptibility was too big to have come from the
genuine change in the susceptibility of the sample as a function of the temperature. We
suspect it is related to the heating of the components of the MSB auto over long periods
since it is enclosed in a small, insulated volume likely to heat up. After about 4 hrs
of turning the MSB auto, the drift was much slower and the data was stable enough
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to obtain the results reported in this thesis. In general, our observation has been that
MSB auto functions best at very small intervals of data taking∼minutes. Therefore, the
magnetic susceptibility values were recorded every second and all the measurements were
averaged over a period of one minute when applicable. The current sensitivity is about
0.001 × 10−6 volume cgs units and we have yet to reach the highest claimed sensitivity of
the MSB auto. Attempts to get more information on this with the manufacture were not
successful. In the following sections, we will discuss the four different solutions/mixtures
we fabricated and characterized using the MSB auto.

3.1.2

I. Paramagnetic salt-diamagnetic liquid solutions

Paramagnetic salt and diamagnetic liquid can be mixed to form a solution with magnetic susceptibility theoretically close to zero given by Wiedemann’s additivity law [155] as
shown in Eq. (3.1.1). In our case, we chose to develop two different salt solutions: (a) manganese chloride (M nCl2 ) and water (b) chromium(III) acetylacetonate (C15 H21 Cr6 ) and
dichloromethane (DCM)(CH2 Cl2 ). M nCl2 ’s paramagnetic susceptibility is large enough
to make a nominally zero-susceptibility mixture with water in small enough concentrations to avoid precipitation at room temperature [153, 156]. M nCl2 was acquired from
Fisher Scientific and mixed with pure water to form different concentrations of M nCl2
solution by weight. These solutions were filled in a NMR tube and characterized using
the magnetic susceptibility balance (MSB) auto are discussed in detail in Sec. (3.1.1).
The magnetic susceptibility of the empty NMR tube was recorded first before filling it
with the solutions. Corrections for the tilt and magnetic field variations were very small
thus unnecessary. One must correct for the paramagnetic susceptibility of the oxygen in
the air for the empty tube at this sensitivity, and since the paramagnetic susceptibility
is temperature dependent, we extrapolated all of the measurement results to a common
temperature of 296.93K. The corrections were calculated using the known temperature
dependence of the susceptibilities of the pure elements near room temperature [163, 165]
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Table 3.1.: Measured volume magnetic susceptibility values of Manganese Chloride
(M nCl2 ) and water solutions according to weight percent of M nCl2 . The errors in this
particular case are dominated by systematic error and the source is explained in the text.
M nCl2 %

χ × 10−6 (cgs volume)

0%

−0.716 ± 0.094

0.5%

−0.366 ± 0.094

1%

−0.012 ± 0.094

1.5%

0.344 ± 0.094

2%

0.686 ± 0.094

when applicable and weighting them appropriately.

Table (3.1) contains the different concentration of M nCl2 solutions vs. their measured
magnetic susceptibility plotted in Fig. (3.4). From this linear plot, it was confirmed that
a 1% M nCl2 solution had nearly zero magnetic susceptibility. And this solution was used
as one of the nonmagnetic test masses in a recent spin-dependent interaction experiment
discussed in Ref. [2] that set new and improved limits on monopole-dipole interactions in
the range from 10−3 to 10−4 m. The error bar for solutions in Table (3.1) is the approximate average error of the MSB auto. Rest of the solutions and mixtures discussed later
contain their statistical error bars.

Paramagnetic chromium acetylacetonate can be mixed with diamagnetic organic solvents like DCM to form very low magnetic susceptibility solutions. DCM is widely used
in chemical laboratories as a solvent and the paramagnetic behavior of chromium acetylacetonate found in Ref. [126] motivated us to explore their solutions. 97% chromium(III)
acetylacetonate and DCM were obtained from ACROS Organics and EMD Performance
Materials respectively. Magnetic susceptibility measurements for these organic solutions
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Figure 3.4.: Measured volume magnetic susceptibility values of manganese chloride
(M nCl2 ) and water solutions vs. their M nCl2 wt. percent composition.

as a function of the chromium(III) acetylacetonate concentration are given in Table (3.2).
The relationship between the measured magnetic susceptibility and different concentrations is shown in Fig. (3.5). The solution with the lowest magnetic susceptibility was
temporarily used in the spin-dependent interaction experiment of Ref. [2] as the source
of nonmagnetic test mass. The use of this solution was discontinued in this experiment
after it dissolved the very thin teflon film membrane which separated the liquid from the
glass cell of polarized nuclei. Still it may be an interesting choice for other experiments,
which require a zero magnetic susceptibility room temperature liquid.
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Table

3.2.:

Measured

volume

magnetic

susceptibility

of

dichloro

methane

(DCM)(CH2 Cl2 ) and chromium (III) acetylacetonate (C15 H21 Cr6 ) solutions according to weight percent of chromium acetylacetonate. The errors are dominated by
statistical error and come from the noise in the magnetic susceptibility meter data.

3.1.3

C15 H21 Cr6 %

χ × 10−6 (cgs volume)

0%

−0.715 ± 0.056

1.5%

−0.304 ± 0.036

3%

−0.01 ± 0.061

4.7%

0.351 ± 0.018

6.2%

0.786 ± 0.101

II. Gallium-Indium Alloys

Gallium is the least magnetic element. Its orientation-averaged magnetic susceptibility
χ in the solid phase of −0.248×10−6 Mg (cgs mass units) [157] drops to the amazingly small
value of 0.002 × 10−6 Mg in the liquid phase, two orders of magnitude smaller. This anomalously small value of magnetic susceptibility seems to come from an accidental cancellation
of the atomic susceptibility with that from the free electrons in the liquid metal [159]. As
a liquid metal with a low vapor pressure, it has the potential to be produced with very
high purity: gallium with ppb magnetic impurities is commercially available, and research
projects in progress foresee the possibility to produce gallium with magnetic impurities
at even lower levels. In the absence of an oxide layer (which can be prevented in an inert
atmosphere and mitigated with mild acids [161,164]), the surface tension of liquid gallium
causes it to bead up on almost all surfaces, which is a good property if one is trying to get
the gallium as close to an ensemble of polarized nuclei or electrons without interacting
with the surface of the boundary that separates them. Unfortunately liquid gallium has
two unfavorable properties for our application. As a metal, it is a source of magnetic
noise from thermal currents. In addition, its melting point is slightly higher than room
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Figure 3.5.: Measured volume magnetic susceptibility values of chromium (III) acetylacetonate (C15 H21 Cr6 ) and dichloromethane (DCM)(CH2 Cl2 ) vs. their chromium acetylacetonate wt. percent composition. The errors are dominated by statistical error and come
from the noise in the magnetic susceptibility meter data.

temperature (29.78◦ C) [164] which can be an inconvenient temperature to operate at for
many precision experiments.

The main motivation for this part of the work was therefore to see if we could address
the latter issue by mixing gallium with another material which can also be purified in
principle to form a mixture that is both free of magnetic impurities, liquid at room temperature, and with a low magnetic susceptibility. Indium is a low χ element with a high
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nucleon density with many very similar physical properties to gallium. Indium is solid at
room temperature and has χ of −0.112 × 10−6 Mg cgs mass magnetic susceptibility [162].
It can be liquefied without difficulty and therefore can be produced with small impurities. Furthermore, gallium-indium alloys are liquid at and below room temperature over
a broad range of indium concentrations [157, 163]. We also wanted to check to see if the
magnetic susceptibility of the liquid gallium-indium mixtures is the same as the weighted
sum of the magnetic susceptibilities of the components. This was verified by our results.

We used 4N-purity gallium and indium from American Elements. All the tools used
to contain or manipulate these alloys were cleaned very thoroughly first with soap and
distilled water and in 10 % hydrochloric acid (when compatible), and washed finally with
alcohol and acetone. The melting point of indium is 156◦ C [164]. The appropriate proportions of these two metals were weighed and put in a borosilicate glass beaker (VWR
International) on top of a hot plate set to 164◦ C. This temperature ensured complete melting of indium along with gallium and minimized indium oxide formation which rapidly
increases with higher temperature [158]. A teflon covered magnetic stir rod was used to
homogenize this alloy while heating. The oxide layer readily stuck to the surface of the
glass as the alloy was stirred leaving the alloy silvery and clean. After about 15 minutes,
it was left to cool down for a few minutes before drawing it into a borosilicate glass syringe
with all nonmetallic parts and a needle made of Peek plastic tubing to ensure that no
metallic/magnetic impurities were accidentally introduced into the alloy. The mixtures
were all syringed into glass NMR tubes for characterization.

Table (3.3) shows the measured average volume magnetic susceptibilities of different
gallium-indium alloy mixtures in cgs units taken over three different measurements. Their
magnetic susceptibilities are as expected based on the weighted sum of the susceptibilities
of the elements.
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Table 3.3.: Measured volume magnetic susceptibility values of gallium-indium alloys along
with the errors according to the atomic % indium composition. The errors come from the
noise of the susceptibility meter.
In wt.%

χ + ∆χ × 10−6 (cgs volume)

0%

−0.002 ± 0.013

5%

−0.06 ± 0.045

10%

−0.095 ± 0.025

12%

−0.106 ± 0.018

13.4%

−0.117 ± 0.014

16.5%

−0.126 ± 0.017

Fig. (3.6) shows the plot of volume magnetic susceptibility vs. temperature for these
alloys. The magnetic susceptibility is a linear function of the indium percent in galliumindium alloys over the range of indium fractions measured, within experimental errors.
The results are consistent with earlier measurements [163] conducted on both pure gallium
and the gallium-indium alloy at the eutectic mixture point of 16.5% indium.

3.1.4

III. Tungsten-Bismuth metallic mixtures

Materials in powder form with opposite magnetic susceptibilities can also be mixed
together to yield very low volume-averaged magnetic susceptibilities [166]. Such powders
could be sintered in principle (if needed) and made into a solid, which might be preferable
to a liquid as a nonmagnetic mass source in some experiments. We used 99.5% 200-325
mesh tungsten (paramagnetic) and bismuth (diamagnetic) powders from Alfa Aesar. Different percent composition mixtures (by weight) of these two were made and characterized
using the MSB auto balance. The preliminary values of measured susceptibilities and the
percent composition of these mixtures are reported in Table (3.4) and Fig. (3.7) shows
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Figure 3.6.: Measured volume magnetic susceptibility values of gallium-indium alloys vs.
their indium atomic percent composition.

the magnetic susceptibility of these mixtures plotted against the wt % bismuth content.

Initial effort to pressing the powder into pellets involved the use of a Wabash hydraulic hot-press, pressing the mixture to 40,000lbs pressure. Bismuth has a much lower
melting point of 150◦ C to 200◦ C as opposed to 3400◦ C for tungsten, thus we expected
liquid-state sintering effect. The solids that formed with this procedure were delicate but
compact enough to stay together. However there was some evidence of oxidation of the
powders. The pressing procedure could be further enhanced by using higher pressure and
temperature to produce more durable solids that do not break easily and by modifying
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Table 3.4.: Preliminary results of volume magnetic susceptibility χ measurement of
tungsten-bismuth powder mixtures according to the constituent wt. % of bismuth.
Bi wt.%

χ × 10−6 (cgs volume)

0%

8.74 ± 0.991

19%

6.24 ± 0.091

34%

2.40 ± 0.063

43%

1.42 ± 0.017

50%

0.006 ± 0.063

51.2%

−0.06 ± 0.058

100%

−4.83 ± 0.158

the apparatus to introduce an inert atmosphere during pressing.

The lowest measured magnetic susceptibility among these candidate materials is −0.006×
10−6 cgs volume susceptibility units, about two orders of magnitude smaller than distilled
water. In all cases, the measured concentration dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
is consistent with that expected for the weighted sum of the susceptibilities of the separate
components within experimental error. These results verify the well-known Wiedemann
additivity law for the magnetic susceptibility of inert mixtures of materials and thereby
realize the ability to produce materials with small but tunable magnetic susceptibility.
For our particular scientific application, we are also looking for materials with the largest
possible number of neutrons and protons per unit volume. The gallium-indium alloys fabricated and measured in this work possess to our knowledge the smallest ratio of volume
magnetic susceptibility to nucleon number density per unit volume for a room temperature liquid, and the tungsten-bismuth pressed powder mixtures possess to our knowledge
the smallest ratio of volume magnetic susceptibility to nucleon number density per unit
volume for a room temperature solid. This ratio is a figure of merit for our experiments.
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Figure 3.7.: Measured volume magnetic susceptibility values of tungsten-bismuth metallic
mixtures vs. their bismuth percent wt. composition. Note some of the error bars are too
small to see.

3.2

Polarized gas/neutron
Polarized neutrons for the spin-dependent experiment are obtained by polarizing he-

lium gas. Inert gases like 3 He are great to use as the source of polarized neutrons for
precision measurement experiments because its outer electron shell shields the lone polarized neutron in the 3 He nucleus from unwanted background interactions. Polarizing 3 He
through spin exchange optical pumping (SEOP) is a standard process involving a laser
to circularly polarize alkali metal vapors which exchange spin with the 3 He nucleus, thus
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polarizing the neutron since the two protons in the 3 He nucleus pair in the 1s orbital to
give ST = 0 [145]. A small mixture (∼ 100 mg) of Rubidium(Rb) and Potassium(K) is
put in a high pressure (up to 3 atm) glass cell. This cell is filled with mostly 3 He and
very little N2 . The glass cell is put inside a uniform magnetic field corresponding to the
larmor precession of 3 He that helps keep the polarization. A 795nm diode laser is used
to transfer angular momentum from right circularly polarized light photons to Rb valence electrons. Rb atoms absorb the photons which have spin quantum number ms =+1.
Excited electrons from the Rb atoms follow the selection rule and conserve angular momentum which suggests transition with ∆mj = +1 only. For electrons, which are spin
1/2 particles, this constrains the transition to a single possible one; from mj = −1/2 to
mj = +1/2. Rb electronic configuration is 5s1 thus, 5s, ms = −1/2 ground state electrons
excite to 6p, ms = +1/2 excited state electrons. Because of collisional mixing, these excited electrons are a combination of +1/2 and -1/2 spin. These electrons radiate energy
and decay back to the ground states of mj = −1/2 and mj = +1/2 states. The ones
in mj = −1/2 repeatedly go through the process of excitation and de-exication whereas
the ones in mj = +1/2 don’t participate in any more excitation since the selection rule
prevents ∆ms = +1 state, thereby leaving the Rb polarized. The N2 gas quenches the energy radiated in the process from Rb atoms. Similarly, K is polarized via exciting valence
4s1 , mj = −1/2 ground state electrons to 4p, mj = +1/2 excited state. The polarization
from K and Rb is finally transferred to 3 He nuclei through the hyperfine interaction. The
valence electrons from K and Rb both penetrate the electron cloud of 3 He and collide with
the nuclei exchanging spin. This process polarizes the 3 He nuclei/neutron over time. For
significant polarization to take place, it might take a few days. To preserve polarization
a homogenous magnetic field is necessary. Active pumping might also be necessary when
experiments take comparatively long time like in our case (∼ days). SEOP system at
Duke University, Durham, North Carolina was used in the first experiment to polarize
the 3 He containing lone neutron necessary to study the spin-dependent forces.
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3.3

Indiana-Duke University collaboration
The first spin-dependent force search experiment was done at Duke University, Durham,

North Carolina with unpolarized test mass work done at Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana. A spin exchange optical pumping (SEOP) system located at Duke University
was used to polarize 3 He. It consists of a 7 atm high-pressure 3 He glass cell with a spherical part and a cylindrical part connected by a narrow passage. Fig. (4.10) shows the 3 He
glass cell as well as the schematic of the complete experimental setup. The spherical part
of radius 4.3 cm served as the optical pumping chamber and the cylindrical part of length
40 cm served as the target chamber. The target chamber has 250 µm thick hemispherical
glass windows at both ends. This apparatus is primarily based on the design of Ref. [92].
In Fig. (3.8) there are two identical pickup coils which are denoted by A and B where
A is located below the thin glass window to detect the precession frequency shift of the
polarized 3 He nuclei due to the presence of un-polarized mass (assuming spin-dependent
force exists) and B to simultaneously monitor the holding field. To account for any holding field drift, any frequency measurement taken from coil B should be subtracted from
coil A to obtain the correct value.

The Helmholtz coil was set to 7.4 Gauss to produce a 23.8 kHz Larmor frequency for
3

He. A 24-kHz RF pulse was applied to tip the spin of the 3 He. The induced emf is

detected in the pickup coil A which is then recorded as a signal s(t) in the time domain.
This time signal s(t) is then Fourier transformed into frequency domain with its real
R(f) and imaginary parts I(f) and is numerically calculated using Richardson extrapolap
tion [122]. The resultant frequency domain signal amplitude is S(f ) = R(f )2 + I(f )2 .
The precession frequency is determined by locating the maximum of S(f) by varying the
reference frequency with a 10−6 Hz step [123].

The experimental technique used two positions of the polarized 3 He and the unpolarized mass ensemble. The background was defined as the absence of unpolarized
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Figure 3.8.: Schematic of the complete Indiana-Duke experiment. Two circular Helmholtz
coil produce horizontal holding field. At the center are the nonmagnetic test mass and
the uniquely shaped glass cell containing polarized 3 He. Lazer polarizes the 3 He in the
Z-axis as shown. Pickup coils A and B detect the field induction decay (FID) signal.

mass in the territory of polarized 3 He glass cell and the signal was defined as the presence
of the unpolarized mass in the proximity of the polarized 3 He glass cell. For consistency,
we call the first “mass-out” state and the second “mass-in” state implying mass being
away from the polarized 3 He and close to the polarized 3 He cell. The two states were
separated by 60 seconds. If any spin-dependent force is present, it should be detected
when the former is subtracted from the later.

The requirement for the un-polarized mass is to be as nonmagnetic as possible, in
particular to have as small a magnetic susceptibility as possible. On top of that, a nonconductor is desired since in the presence of external unwanted magnetic field, the moving
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conductor can experience force due to its electrons or changing field can produce eddy
current on it. When the mass is moved, the alternating current will again produce changing magnetic field, which in turn can produce unwanted effect with the spin polarized
neutrons. In this case, two nonmagnetic electrical insulators with low magnetic susceptibility were used as the test masses. A 34 × 52 × 38 mm3 block of Macor ceramic from
[92] with −3.8 × 10 − 7 (cgs) volume magnetic susceptibility and a 1% manganese chloride
(M nCl2 ) salt and water solution which had very low magnetic susceptibility. Paramagnetic salts like M nCl2 can be tuned with diamagnetic water to yield a net zero magnetic
susceptibility solution. The details of this solution and other low magnetic susceptibility
materials we fabricated at Indiana University can be found in the previous sections in
this chapter. The volume magnetic susceptibility of this solution was measured to be
−0.012 ± 0.094 (cgs volume) using an auto magnetic susceptibility balance (MSB) [155].
The cell containing liquid nonmagnetic masses including M nCl2 was designed at Indiana
University. Its parts were made up of fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) teflon due to their very low magnetic susceptibility and very
low magnetic impurities. As we discussed earlier it is necessary to limit the magnetic
background that could interfere with the experiment, particularly since we use nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) technique to monitor the Larmor precession of the polarized
3

He which is sensitive to external magnetic field. Anything with a big enough mag-

netic susceptibility can interfere with the experiment by either influencing the interaction
potential directly or generating effects if it attains polarization due to its finite susceptibility since it is immersed in holding field. The main chamber was of height 37mm
and radius 34mm connected to a flexible teflon tubing connected to two openings in the
main chamber/cell. Its schematic and setup next to the polarized mass source is shown
in Fig. (3.9). The flexible tubing connected circuitously in the two openings (outlet and
inlet) ensured the flow of air around the liquid for the mass-in and mass-out positions.
To ensure minimum magnetic impurity contamination in the M nCl2 solution, it was prepared in nonmetallic environment and the PTFE cell used to contain it was cleaned using
10% hydrochloric acid (HCl) bath so that any residual metallic impurity would dissolve.
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Similarly, a nonmagnetic drill was used to machine the Macor ceramic and the ceramic
piece was thoroughly cleaned before the experiment.

Figure 3.9.: (Left) Picture of the PTFE teflon cell used to contain liquid nonmagnetic
mass in the experiment discussed in Ref. [2]. The flexible teflon tubing was half filled with
liquid as is visible in the picture. (Right) Schematic of the teflon container in contact
with the glass cell containing polarized 3 He for the same experiment. The flexible tubing
connected circuitously in the two openings of outlet and inlet ensured the flow of air
around the liquid for the mass-in and mass-out positions.

The cell had two openings that connected to flexible PTFE tubing which were connected together to hold the liquid and to let the cell fill itself with the liquid in and out
as shown in Fig. (3.9) The other side consisted of a 25 m thick flexible PTFE film, which
took the shape of the 3 He containing glass cell when pushed closer to it leaving no space
to spare as shown in Fig (3.9). This small detail ensured better density of unpolarized
mass near the polarized 3 He glass cell. This PTFE cell was fixed in place by a plexiglass
holder and the 25 µm PTFE film touched the 250 m 3 He glass window. A nonmagnetic
air cylinder actuated by a magnetically shielded switch moved the flexible PTFE tubing
up and down which made the liquid move in and out of the cell. In case of the solid Macor
sample, a high precision stepping motor was used to move it close to the 3 He glass cell
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and away from it. While taking data, the mass-in and mass-out states were separated by
60 seconds.

3.4

Indiana-Duke University data analysis
Data was collected for Macor and M nCl2 solution in two configurations of the test

masses (mass-in and mass-out) discussed previously. To avoid systematic errors from the
linear and quadratic time dependent drifts in the external magnetic field and other possible environmental disturbances, we apply an analysis algorithm presented in Ref. [127].
Writing frequency with linear and quadratic time dependent drifts as
f (t) ∝ αt + βt2 ± c

(3.4.4)

where α, β: constants ± c: frequency shift of mass-in, out state. Applying an algorithm of the form,
1
4f = [fin,1 − 3fout,1 + 3fin,2 − fout,2 ]
4

(3.4.5)

where fin/out,1/2 : frequency measured in the (pickup coil A-pickup coil B). In/out
denote mass positions whereas 1,2 denote the number of cycles. One cycle constituting
one set of in and out motion. We come to the expression:
= 14 [(αδt+βδt2 +c)−3(α(2δt)+β(2δt)2 −c)+3(α(3δt)+β(3δt)2 +c)−(α(4δt)+β(4δt)2 −c)]
=2c
where δt is the time step. There are four different variables/configurations of holding field
direction (+B/-B) and 3 He polarization direction (+P/-P) whose combination will give
different 4f’s that are a function of +B+P, +B-P, -B+P and -B-P. If nothing else changes,
each of these configurations should yield the same magnitude of the frequency shift due to
spin-dependent force. In this experiment we only consider two of these configurations +BP and B+P because the other two configurations possessed lower T2 relaxation time due
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to residual field gradients. The frequency shifts were found using peak-finding algorithm.
For these configurations,
f+± = fB ± 4fP + 4fSD

(3.4.6)

f−∓ = fB ± 4fP − 4fSD
where the first and second subscripts denote the direction of B and P simultaneously.
fB is the magnetic field dependent precession, which includes contribution from the holding field as well as the contribution from the magnetic susceptibility of the mass. 4fP is
the precession due to the polarization and 4fSD is the precession due to spin-dependent
force. Reversing the holding field direction does not change the precession by the spindependent force. Thus, the above yields,
1
4fSD = (4f+− − 4f−+ )
2

(3.4.7)

where 4f+− and 4 f−+ are the frequency differences between the mass-in and mass-out
states and the frequency measured in the pickup coil A minus the pickup coil B of each
configuration. Since pickup coil B measures changes in the holding field, the frequency
measured in coil B is subtracted from coil A. The uncertainty in the measured frequency
p
2
2
shift is given by, σ = 12 σ+−
+ σ−+
For each configuration, 1000 cycles of data were taken
for each test mass. The data of both the M nCl2 solution and the Macor are shown in
Table (3.5) and the plots of the frequency difference are shown in Fig. (3.11) which show
that the average frequency difference for both of these samples are consistent with zero.

The precession frequency shift due to the monpole-dipole interaction for each polarized
3

He nucleus in the target chamber was calculated by numerically integrating Eq. (4.1.1)

over the unpolarized mass as,

∆f (~z, λ, gs gpn )

2N
=
2πh̄

Z
vol

V (~r − ~z)dr3 ,

(3.4.8)
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where N is the particle number density of the unpolarized mass, ~z the distance between the surface of the mass and the polarized 3 He and vol denotes the volume of the
unpolarized mass. For the pickup coil, the precession signal detected is,
Z
s(t) ∝

~ coil ·
(B

~
∂M
)dr3 ,
∂t

(3.4.9)

~ coil is the field profile of the pickup coil calculated from [128] and M
~ is the
where B
magnetization vector of 3 He. In terms of the precession frequency shift ∆f and the Larmor frequency f0 of 3 He, the signal can be written as,
R

s(t) = C
−Bx · (f0 + ∆f ) sin(2π(f0 + ∆f )t) + By · (f0 + ∆f ) cos(2π(f0 + ∆f )t)dz ,

where f0 =

γB0
2π

is the Larmor frequency,

γ
2π

= -3.24 Hz/mG is the gyromagnetic ratio

of 3 He, d is the 3 He glass cell thickness and C is a constant. The signal above can be
Fourier transformed into frequency domain power signal,
!
2
2  R
R
(f0 + ∆f )By δ(f0 + ∆f − f 0 )dz
.
(f0 + ∆f )Bx δ(f0 + ∆f − f 0 )dz +
P (f 0 ) = C

From this we get the average frequency in the pickup coil,
R
R
f¯0 = ( f 0 P (f 0 )df 0 )/( P (f 0 )df 0 )
and the desired frequency shift can be obtained from the Larmor frequency f0 and the
average frequency f¯0

∆f¯(λ, gs gpn ) = f¯0 − f0 .
This is the average frequency shift due to possible spin-dependent forces.

(3.4.10)
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Table 3.5.: Average frequency difference between mass-in and mass-out states for the
corresponding configurations of B and P after subtracting the frequency measured by coil
B from coil A.

3.5

sample

∆fB,P :+,− (10−5 Hz)

∆fB,P :−,+ (10−5 Hz)

∆fSD (10−5 Hz)

Macor Ceramic

0.6 ± 1.3

-4.6 ± 3.1

2.6 ± 1.7

MnCl2 Solution

-3.3 ± 0.8

-1.7 ± 5.2

-0.8 ± 2.6

Indiana-Wisconsin-Northrop Grumman collaboration
In this section, we briefly discuss second experiment with Indiana University’s in-

volvement that uses polarized neutrons to look for spin-dependent interactions. It is a
collaboration of Indiana University with University of Wisconsin and Northrop Grumman
Company. This experiment used a

131

Xe and

129

Xe co-magnetometer and a zirconia test

mass to look for such interactions. The idea of this experiment was very similar to the
previous one where change in NMR frequency shift of 131 Xe and 129 Xe in the presence or
absence of zirconia is investigated [167]. Fig. (3.10) shows the schematic of the apparatus.
A pyrex glass cell contained these two species of Xe and

85

Rb along with N2 . Rb atoms

were spin polarized using Spin Exchange Optical Pumping (SEOP) method, which was
discussed in the previous section. Through spin-exchange collisions with the Rb atoms,
the Xe nuclei are polarized. The Rb atoms also act as a magnetometer that detects the
free induction decay (FID) signal of Xe nuclei precession. Spin 1/2

129

Xe is used as the

magnetometer for separating Zeeman frequency drifts arising from alkali polarization and
magnetic field noise since it only couples to vector fields like external magnetic fields.
The spin 3/2

131

Xe nuclei also experiences quadruple interactions with the electric field

gradients on the cell walls.

Xe FID signal is fitted to S1 = A cos(α(t) + φ1 )e−t/T2 .
Rt
Where α(t) = 2π|γ1 | 0 B(t0 )dt0 and γ1 is the gyromagnetic ratio. The magnetic field B(t)
The

129
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Figure 3.10.:

131

Xe and

129

Xe comagnetometer inside a 2mm glass cell housed inside a

magnetic shield. The pump and detector laser that polarize

131

Xe and

129

Xe and detect

their frequency are on the bottom of the schematic and the zirconia rod is on the top.

is extracted and is used as an input for the fits to the 131 Xe FID. This FID was ultimately
analyzed to extract frequency information. The ratio f

129

Xe/f

131

Xe was compared for

the cases when zirconia was close to and away from the polarized species, to determine
presence or absence of spin-dependent interaction. This experiment won’t be discussed
in further detail in this thesis. The result for the coupling constant product gs gpn from
this experiment is included in the plot in Fig. (3.12). This limit was an improvement of
several order of magnitude in the range of 10−2 to 10−4 m over previous constraints using
polarized nuclei.
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3.6

Conclusion and future prospect for neutron spin-dependent force searches
The resultant average frequency differences in mass-in and out states are consistent

with zero within 1.5 standard deviations as plotted in Fig. (3.11) for both Macor and
M nCl2 solution. The corresponding constraint on the coupling constant product gs gpn and
the force range λ and corresponding mass of the exchange boson is plotted in Fig. (3.12).
The dark “Excluded Region” is the range probed at the time of the measurements by
experiments. The dashed curve is from Ref. [62], dash-dotted from Ref. [61], solid black
(above) from Ref. [2] which is the Indiana-Duke collaboration that used polarized 3 He
and nonmagnetic masses, solid red (below) from Ref. [167] which is Indiana-Northrop
Grumman-Wisconsin collaboration that used 129 Xe and 131 Xe comagnetometer and nonmagnetic masses and double dash from Ref. [139]. Our upper bound was a factor of 10-30
improvement compared to previous work corresponding to the mass range of 2 · 10−3 to
2 · 10−5 eV for the pseudoscalar boson and the force range of 10−4 to 10−2 m.

A more recent experiment from Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) using ultracold neutrons and

199

Hg has put new limits on the spin-dependent forces in the range of 10−6 to

10−4 m [118]. By studying the interaction of the polarized neutrons and the unpolarized
walls they are confined to, change in the ratio of Larmor precession of the neutron and the
199

Hg atoms was calculated that put limit on the coupling constant product gs gp . With

precessing

199

Hg as a co-magnetometer, any effect from the magnetic field fluctuation on

the precession frequency of the neutrons can be isolated and subtracted off, much like the
131

Xe and 129 Xe comagnetometer. Fig. (3.13) is taken from this experimental publication

and it includes some familiar constraints along with the ones not discussed in Fig. (3.12)
that cover shorter range of < 10−4 m. Among the ones not discussed previously, B is
from Ref. [120] and C from [141] which used polarized ultracold neutrons and the walls
containing it to look for such forces mediated by axion or axion like particles. I is the
projected sensitivity of Ref. [118] with modification to their existing apparatus.
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Figure 3.11.: Plots of frequency difference between mass-in and mass-out states for Macor
ceramic (top) and MnCl2 solution (bottom) for 1000 cycles. The average ∆f¯ is consistent
with zero for both.

There was some room for future improvement in the sensitivity of the Indiana-Duke
experiment. Preliminary tests had already been done with a new smaller size glass cell
with a 50µm thick window. The smaller size ensured better uniform polarization of the
3

He than a bigger cell and the extremely thin window would have allowed us to probe

smaller distance scales. Unfortunately this cell changed its surface properties and had
poor signal to noise ratio along with poor T1 (longitudinal relaxation time of the polarized 3 He). The apparatus was also relocated to a different location that was supposed
to have better magnetic field shielding but the benefits of this were not obvious in data
taking. Unfortunately this experiment was halted because of these issues and also because
the cell lacked a second polarized species, which could function as a magnetometer.
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Figure 3.12.: Constraints on the coupling constant product gs gpn as a function of the force
range λ in meters and corresponding mass of the exchange boson in eV. The “Excluded
Region” is the area above the curves that has been probed by experiments at the time
of this thesis writing. The dashed curve is from Ref. [62], dash-dotted from Ref. [61],
solid black (above) from Ref. [2] that used polarized 3 He and nonmagnetic masses, solid
red (below) from Ref. [167] that used 129 Xe and 131 Xe comagnetometer and nonmagnetic
masses and double dash from Ref. [139].

Indiana had made progress on new material choices, which included polycrystalline
zirconia for solid unpolarized mass, which has greater fermion density and lower magnetic
contamination during the manufacturing process. The test mass development work that
was done for this experiment will still be important for future collaborations with other
institutions. We want insulator test mass since in a conductor, changing magnetic field
background can produce eddy currents. When the mass is moved, the alternating current
will again produce changing field, which in turn can produce unwanted effect with the
spin polarized neutrons. Bismuth germanium oxide (BGO) and sapphire were considered
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Figure 3.13.: Latest limits from Ref. [118] on the monopole-dipole coupling constant
product gs gpn as a function of the force range λ in meters and corresponding mass of the
exchange boson in eV. The dark “Excluded Region” is the range probed by experiments at
the time of publication. The dashed curves are from the experiments that used 3 He, 129 Xe,
or

131

Xe precession experiments and the solid curve are from cold or ultracold neutrons.

The curves and the relevant references are from: A [119]; B [120], C [141]; D [121]; E [61];
F [139]; G [167] i.e. Indiana-Wisconsin-Northrop Grumman collaboration; and H [118]
and I (dotted) is the projection that could be achieved by a modification of Ref. [118]’s
apparatus discussed in detail in the reference.

strong candidates for the unpolarized mass source due to their crystalline nature, which
makes it less susceptible to having (magnetic) impurities. But preliminary test suggested
that BGO had stronger systematic effect than zirconia and sapphire did not have impressive nucleon density as zirconia. Part of the reason that BGO might not be the best
choice for this experiment is because experiments suggest that it is an unconventional
diamagnet with big local internal magnetic field and paramagnetic properties due to the
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electrons and holes in the oxygen atoms [139, 142–144]. The mass candidates also have
the possibility to be used in the second collaboration of Indiana University with Northrop
Grumman company and the University of Wisconsin that was discussed previously.

Another improvement that we have made for the test mass development is their machining in peculiar geometry. The separation between polarized neutron and the unpolarized mass in Indiana-Duke collaboration was directly relevant in the sensitivity of the
experiment. To minimize this distance, we came up with the idea to machine the unpolarized mass as a mold that fitted and almost touched the spherical glass window of the
cell that contained the polarized 3 He. Since the window is blown glass, it is not perfectly
smooth and had hills and dips on its surface. We took radius of gyration of this spherical part as the internal dimension of the unpolarized mass that fit in the glass window.
Despite the Indiana-Duke collaboration coming to halt, we envision future collaborations
that will have polarized gas species in a container will benefit from this specialized shape
of the nonmagnetic test mass in ensuring minimum polarized and unpolarized test mass
separation. The process of making the mold prototype consisted of converting picture files
from Duke University to .stl files in Autodesk Inventor and extracting different points of
the surface and determining the radius of gyration and printing a mold with that dimension. Fig. (3.14) shows the extracted data from the image of the glass cell on the left and
the finished unpolarized mass mold prototypes made up of plastic on the right. There are
two molds for each spherical windows of the cylindrical glass cell containing the polarized
3

He because we had plans to do simultaneous measurements on both sides of the glass cell

which could have been used as a cross-reference. The finished solid unpolarized masses
were in the shape shown in Fig. (3.14) (left). Of course the geometry of this mold would
have to be adapted to the geometry of the container containing the polarized gas species
in the future collaborations.
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Figure 3.14.: (Left) Picture of finished molds for the nonmagnetic test masses machined/3D printed to fit the glass cell spherical surface containing the polarized 3 He.
(Right) Data file in Autodesk Inventor that was used to make the molds.

Currently Indiana University is collaborating with Princeton University to explore the
V9+10 potential we discussed in Chapter 2 with a 3 He and K SERF comagnetometer located at Princeton University and nonmagnetic masses. The comagnetometer working is
very similar to the SEOP system described earlier in this Chapter where the laser circularly polarizes alkali metal vapors like K which exchange spin with the 3 He nucleon, thus
polarizing the neutron in the 3 He [140]. In addition to this, it has higher alkali metal (K)
density and is operated in low magnetic field, which increases the spin exchange collision
rate in comparison to the spin precession frequency rate. SERF magnetometers are about
1000 times more sensitive than the traditional comagnetometer such as SQUID and is
insensitive to external magnetic field. The details of this comagnetometer can be found
in Ref. [140]. The criteria for the nonmagnetic mass in this collaboration is a nonmagnetic insulator (as in the Indiana-Duke collaboration) because conductors can generate
thermally induced Johnson noise which can cause fluctuating electric and magnetic field
noise [169]. Since this is a very sensitive comagnetometer, the nonmagnetic mass has
to be ultra pure otherwise, the signal from the magnetic impurity can interfere with the
spin-dependent force signal. Therefore, we have investigated ultrapure quartz as a good
candidate for the nonmagnetic mass source which can be found with ppb magnetic im-
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purity. The experiment is scheduled to take place in late 2015. Our quest for researching
and fabricating ultrapure and low magnetic susceptibility materials will continue.
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4. Experimental searches for spin-dependent interactions using
polarized electrons
This chapter discusses the preparations for an experiment to search for spin-dependent interactions that uses rare earth iron garnets as the source of polarized electrons along with
1kHz planar mechanical oscillators to look for all the monopole-dipole and dipole-dipole
potentials discussed in Eq. (2.0.11, 2.0.12, 2.0.13). It is divided into several subsections
that discuss specific electron spin polarized test mass development relevant to the experiments along with various works on different areas of the experiments. We will also present
the experimental results on test mass development and future projections of the limits
on the monopole-dipole and dipole-dipole forces followed by the ongoing work for better
sensitivity in the future versions of the experiment.

4.1

Polarized electrons
Polarized electrons are a good candidate for the source of spin in such spin-dependent

interactions and they are comparatively easy to obtain. Investigation of coupling of mass
with spin is tricky because spin is responsible for magnetism in materials. Magnetism
is not desirable for this experiment and materials with low magnetism but high spin
alignment are preferred. An obvious choice would be ferrimagnets where the sub-lattices
align themselves anti-parallel so as to cancel their respective magnetization but the spins
of the two species do not exactly cancel due to orbital contribution to magnetism in
one lattice. In particular, Dy6 F e23 is common choice for experiments desiring this quality [102, 124, 129–131]. At a compensation temperature Tc =250K, Dy6 F e23 has its constituents Dy and Fe sub-lattices anti aligned to yield a net zero magnetization but nonzero
spin. Unfortunately fabricating this ferrimagnet was challenging since it oxidizes readily
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and would have to be encapsulated, which was not desirable for this experiment, in which
the test mass separation must be on the order of microns.

Rare earth iron oxides (R3 F e5 O12 ) are ferrimagnets with three magnetic sub-lattices
(dodecahedral c, octahedral a, and tetrahedral d). Rare earth ions of the 4f n series occupy
the c cites, with their magnetic moments nominally aligned with the octahedral iron
moments on the a sites and anti-aligned with the iron tetrahedral moments on the d sites,
respectively [132]. The tetrahedral sites outnumber the octahedral sites, which makes
the d sublattice dominant in the magnetization. A reversal of the overall magnetization
occurs at a compensation temperature Tc when the c moment exceeds the sum of the
other two. When rare earth ions of nonzero orbital angular momentum L occupy the
c sites, the resulting garnet has a net spin at Tc . Garnets of this composition are of
interest as candidates for (electron) spin-polarized test masses in fundamental symmetry
experiments involving two-fermion interactions, where control of magnetic backgrounds
is critical.

Figure 4.1.: Schematic of the rare earth iron garnet crystal structure with sublattices a,
c and d occupied respectively by F e3+ , Dy 3+ and F e3+ ions [132].
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~
Before moving into further detail, let’s revisit some terminologies. Magnetization M
is defined as the magnetic dipole moment µ
~ per unit volume:
~
~ = µ
M
V

(4.1.1)

It is widely reported in the units of Bohr magneton µB which is the magnetic moment of
h̄
, where e is the charge of an electron, h̄ is the reduced
an electron given by µB = e 2m
e

Planck’s constant and me is the mass of an electron. It is related to the applied magnetic
~ and the magnetic flux density B
~ by,
field H
~
~ = B −H
~
M
µ0

(4.1.2)

~ as a function of applied field
where µ0 is the permeability of free space. Magnetization M
~ gives the information about the magnetic response of the material and is referred to
H
as a hysteresis curve. Specifically, non-zero hysteresis arises in materials with permanent
magnetization as that parameter varies with previous magnetic history. The details of
magnetization procedure are discussed in section 3.2.3. In this particular study, we are
interested in both (1) the magnetization (of a pre-magnetized sample) as a function of
temperature in zero applied field (which should vanish at Tc ), and (2) the magnetization
as a function of applied field at Tc , which should exhibit no hysteresis.

~ with H
~ as
The magnetic susceptibility χ relates M
M = χH

(4.1.3)

where χ is the volume magnetic susceptibility and is unitless in SI system. Susceptibility
is especially useful to characterize paramagnets and diamagnets (in which χ is a positive
or negative constant, respectively), and should apply to our samples at Tc .

Going back to the rare earth iron garnets, let the magnetization per unit volume
(moment) of the different lattices be denoted by Ma , Mc and Md . Molecular field theory
gives us the contribution of different lattices to the total magnetization M [132].
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M = Ma + Mc − Md

(4.1.4)

The temperature dependent moment for each sublattice can be written in terms of the
corresponding moment at 0K, Mk (0) and the Brillouin functions BJk (xk ) as
Ma (T) = Ma (0)BJa (xa )
Mc (T) = Mc (0)BJc (xc )

(4.1.5)

Md (T) = Md (0)BJd (xd )
The Brillouin functions are defined as
BJk (x) =

2J + 1
(2J + 1)x
1
x
coth[
]−
coth( )
2J
2J
2J
2J

(4.1.6)

where J is the total angular momentum. The corresponding moments of different sublattices at 0K, Mk (0) for dysprosium iron garnet (DYIG) are given by [133]
Ma (0) = 2ga µB Ja NA
Mc (0) = 3gc µB Jc NA

(4.1.7)

Md (0) = 3gd µB Jd NA
where gk are the Lande g-factors, µB is the Bohr magneton in the units of erg/Gauss, Jk
are the total angular momentum of the corresponding ions in sublattice k, and NA the
Avogadro’s number. The coefficients on the right hand side of the above equations denote
the number of sites (a, c and d) in a single garnet unit cell [133]. The Boltzmann energy
ratios xk are given by
g a µ B Ja
[Nac Mc + Naa Ma + Nad Md ]
kB T
g c µ B Jc
xc (T) =
[Ncc Mc + Nac Ma + Ncd Md ]
kB T
g d µ B Jd
xd (T) =
[Ncd Mc + Nad Ma + Ndd Md ]
kB T
xa (T) =

(4.1.8)

Here kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and Nkj are the molecular field coefficients in the
units of

mol
cm3

and the quantity inside the brackets are in Gauss. Eq. (4.1.13 and 4.1.8) can
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be solved by iteration steps for the a, c and d sublattices. The Lande g-factor for spin
and orbital angular momenta are given by
gk (J, S, L) = 1 +

Jk (Jk + 1) + Sk (Sk + 1) − Lk (Lk + 1)
2Jk (Jk + 1)

(4.1.9)

where k denotes the ions corresponding to sublattices a, c and d. One can use the
values of S, L and J for F e3+ and Dy 3+ and calculate the g-factors. For F e3+ , total angular
momentum JF e = 25 , spin angular momentum SF e =

5
2

and orbital angular momentum

LF e = 0. This gives gF e = 2. Similarly, for the free Dy 3+ ion, total angular momentum
JDy =

15
,
2

spin angular momentum SDy =

5
2

and orbital angular momentum LDy = 5

gives gDy = 1.333. For the Dy ions in the garnet, however, evidence suggests that L is
partially suppressed (to 1.9) by the lattice field, leading to a reduction in J (to 4.4) and
increase in g (to 1.57) [133]. The spin contribution of the ions on the k t h sublattice to the
total magnetic moment can be deduced from the spin g-factors, gsk . For the Fe3+ ions,
all of the contribution is due to spin. For the Dy3+ ions in the lattice,
gs00 = 1 +

Sc (Sc + 1) − L00c (L00c + 1)
= 1.14.
Jc00 (Jc00 + 1)

(4.1.10)

In this case, 73% of the magnetic moment is due to spin and 27% is due to the orbital
motion of the electrons. Thus, at Tc , µsc = 3.1 µB . The spin excess per molecule in units
of h̄ is given by [3]:
STc =

|3.1 + 9.6 − 13.8|
|µsT |
=
= 0.6.
2µB
2

(4.1.11)

One can determine the values of Nkj by trial and error to obtain the magnetic moment as a
function of temperature for dysprosium iron garnet (DYIG). We were able to calculate the
corresponding magnetic moment of each sublattice at Tc using the Nkj coefficients from
mol
several papers that investigated dysprosium iron garnets. Using Naa = −65.0 cm
3 , Nad =
mol
mol
mol
mol
mol
97.0 cm
3 , Naa = −65.0 cm3 , Ndd = −30.4 cm3 [134], Nac = −4.0 cm3 , Ndc = 6.0 cm3 [132]
mol
and Ncc = 0 cm
3 [135], we calculate the moment vs. temperature plot shown in Fig. (4.3)

This results can be compared to the measured value of dysprosium iron garnet magnetic
moment vs. temperature of single crystal dysprosium iron garnet [136]. This information
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can be used to cross check the compensation temperature Tc and the contribution of different sublattice moments at that temperature as shown in the same plot. The calculated
and measured values of Tc are in good agreement. However, the measured slope of the
total magnetization is significantly lower than the calculation. We attribute this to the
lower overall magnetization of our lower-density, polycrystaline, powder-based samples
relative to the single crystals represented by the calculations. Two F e3+ from sublattice a contribute 9.5µB , three Dy 3+ from sublattice c contribute 4.1µB and three F e3+
from sublattice d contribute -13.6µB . The total moment is zero at Tc =226K. We discuss
the garnet’s moment vs. temperature measurement procedure in detail in section 3.2.3.
Fig. (4.3) shows the calculated and measured magnetic moment vs. temperature curve
for dysprosium iron garnet.

4.1.1

Rare earth garnet fabrication methods

Rare earth iron garnets (R3 F e5 O12 ) can be fabricated through precipitation method
using a mixed metal hydroxide precursor solution. The resulting powder is heated over
12 hrs period at 393K [137]. The solid obtained this way is ground finely and pressed into
3.2mm diameter and approximately 1mm thickness pellets using 10kN force in a Wabash
hydraulic press. 10% (by weight) cereox powder was used as a binder to press these pellets. These pellets are then fired in a high temperature oven for 18 hours at 1450◦ C. The
pellets were reground, pressed and fired again to increase the garnet’s purity [137, 138].
Dysprosium iron garnet and terbium iron garnet were fabricated using this method.

R3 F e5 O12 can also be fabricated through solid-state process [138]. We successfully fabricated dysprosium iron oxide or dysprosium iron garnet (Dy3 F e5 O12 ) using this method,
where all the components are solid and are heated in high temperature followed by mixing
and grinding together to produce the garnet. All the apparatus used for this process including a mortar and pestle and alumina boat were thoroughly cleaned at first with soap
and water, then rinsed with deionized water and lastly cleaned ultrasonically in acetone
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and alcohol for 10 minutes each. Then they were completely air dried to ensure high
standard of cleanliness. 99.9% purity dysprosium oxide powder (Dy2 O3 ) and 99% purity
iron oxide powder (F e2 O3 ) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. These two compounds
when mixed together and heated in temperature above 1450◦ C, react to yield dysprosium
iron garnet. The ratio of necessary weight of the components to be mixed to obtain the
garnet was calculated using the balanced equation given by:
3Dy2 O3 + 5Fe2 O3 = 2Dy3 Fe5 O12

(4.1.12)

gm
Using the molar mass information for the compounds (Dy2 O3 = 372.9982 mol
, F e2 O3 =
gm
gm
, Dy3 F e5 O12 = 958.718 mol
), ratio of the components and the product by weight
159.69 mol

is calculated to be 1: 1.40: 2.40. Any volume of the garnet can be fabricated using this
combination of the weight of the Dysprosium oxide and Iron oxide.

After appropriate weight of these two components were measured, they were put in an
agate mortar and pestle and mixed thoroughly and were ground homogeneously, stirring
occasionally with alumina sticks. An alumina boat (Advaluetech) was used to heat the fine
powder mixture in a Barnstead Thermolyne high temperature muffle furnace (F46248CM
Series 1141) to 1723K(1450◦ C). The heating and cooling procedures took over a day
because the heating element of the furnace had to be heated and cooled gradually when
operating in extreme high temperature like ours. The alumina crucible that was used to
contain the mixture also had to follow certain heating and cooling steps to avoid breaking
due to thermal shock. The procedure was programmed into a computer using a DB-25 S
connector and a controller program from the manufacturer. Heating was done at the rate
◦

◦

of 200 hrC for the first 6 hours until it reached 1000◦ C and then at the rate of 100 hrC for
4.5 hours until it reached 1450◦ C. It was left at this temperature for 6 hours and finally
◦

cooled to room temperature at the rate of 60 hrC .

The room temperature dysprosium iron garnet was finely ground in the mortar and
pestle to obtain a powder. It was again fired for the second time following the same
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Figure 4.2.: (Left) Fine ground mixture of Dysprosium oxide and Iron oxide in mortar
and pestle before the firing. (Right) After firing at 1723K for several hours in an alumina
crucible.

heating and cooling procedure mentioned above and ground into fine powder. To confirm
the completion of the solid-state reaction, we performed X-ray diffraction of the twice fired
powder obtained in this manner. The results indicated that the diffraction peaks were
indeed that of dysprosium iron oxide. Trace amounts of either iron oxide or iron impurities
were also seen, which was not surprising since iron oxide was one of the constituents and
iron was a possible impurity that could have been present in the iron oxide powder.
This powder was pressed into desired dimension pellets with the hydraulic press and
characterized using the SQUID magnetometer, which will be discussed in the following
section.

4.1.2

Measurement of magnetic moment of rare earth garnets using SQUID
magnetometer

Measurements of the remnant magnetization of practical garnet samples in the range
from room temperature to below Tc were performed using a Quantum Design MPMS-XL
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). Several garnet samples including
the Indiana University fabricated garnets through solid-state and precipitation method
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as well as commercial garnet samples were characterized. The samples were 3.2mm diameter and 1mm thick cylindrical pellets. The samples were magnetized in a 2T field at
room temperature, parallel and normal to the plane subscribed by the disc with 3.2mm
diameter. From here on, we will refer to this as “plane” in the context of the polarization. The samples saturated in much smaller field < 500mT . The field was set to
zero after magnetizing, and the measurement of magnetization vs. temperature was performed as the temperature was set below the compensation temperature Tc and raised to
room temperature. Since the potentials in Eq. (2.0.13) is applicable to the polarization
of electrons in both parallel and perpendicular directions to the plane, we investigated
the magnetization vs. temperature plot for two dysprosium iron garnet samples, which
were magnetized/polarized parallel and perpendicular to the plane. The magnetization
value was found to be the same for these two pellets and is plotted in Fig. (4.3) (bottom).
At each temperature investigated, there are two data points for each sample, one taken
as the sample is cooled from 295 K, the other as the sample warmed from 200 K. The
dashed line is the (negative of the) calculated total magnetization in the upper plot, for
comparison with the slope of the experimental curves at Tc . The data also showed that
for both of these samples, the magnetization vanished at Tc = 225K and reassumed its
value at room temperature. These garnets were held at Tc for several hours and the same
measurements were performed and the same results were obtained. Fig. (4.3) (top) shows
the magnetization M in the units of Bohr magneton (µB ) calculated from the molecular
field theory [132] vs. the temperature curve. Contributions from the ions on each iron
and dysprosium sublattice are shown (bold curves), together with the sum (dashed curve).

Several other rare earth garnet samples were characterized using the SQUID. Partial
hysteresis curves of these normally polarized garnet samples are shown in Fig. (4.4, 4.5,
4.6). They show the magnetic moment of the garnets in emu vs. applied field in Oe
for various garnets that were investigated. In succession they show: dysprosium iron
garnet fabricated through precipitation method, thinner (∼ 300µm thickness as opposed
to 1mm) dysprosium iron garnet fabricated through precipitation method, commercial
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Figure 4.3.: (Top) DyIG magnetization versus temperature, from the results of the molecular field calculation described in the text. Contributions from the ions on each sublattice
are shown (bold curves), together with the sum (dashed curve). (Bottom) Magnetization
vs. temperature of the DyIG samples fabricated for the proposed experiment. At each
temperature investigated, there are two data points for each sample, one taken as the sample is cooled from 295K, the other as the sample is warmed from 200K. The dashed line
is the (negative of the) calculated total magnetization in the upper plot, for comparison
with the slope of the experimental curves at T c.
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dysprosium iron garnet, dysprosium garnet fabricated through solid-state method and
terbium garnet fabricated through precipitation method. The first plot was used to calculate the approximate magnetic susceptibility of these samples, using its slope. The
magnetic susceptibility was on the order of 10−3 volume SI units.

The magnetic moment as a function of temperature plots are listed in Fig. (4.7, 4.8,
4.9) in the same order as Fig. (4.4, 4.5, 4.6) for the garnets. The compensation temperature for these samples were found to be in the range from 200-240K.

The spin density as a function of Tc for each pellet is given by
ns =

NA ρ
STc
A

(4.1.13)

where NA is the Avogadro’s number, ρ is the mass density of garnet, A is the molar
mass of the garnet of interest and STc is the spin of a single garnet. Since not all the
crystals of the garnet posses complete magnetization, a correction factor from Ref. [124]
equal to the ratio of the slope of the calculated to the measured magnetization curve at Tc
was included. Fig. (4.3) shows the calculated and measured magnetization for normal and
parallel magnetized garnet samples. The ratio of calculated to measured magnetization
came out to be 0.36 in this case. The spin densities for the normal and parallel polarized
pellets were measured using this value to be 4 × 1020 cmh̄ 3 and 4.1 × 1020 cmh̄ 3 .

The garnets fabricated at Indiana University through precipitation method had the
characteristic paramagnetic hysteresis curve and passed through the compensation temperature as expected. The dysprosium iron garnets fabricated at Indiana University using
the solid-state method however were found to have repeatable, unusual behavior of following two separate paths in the moment vs. temperature plots. The magnetic properties of
rare earth garnets are sensitive to the parameters like grain size and porosity as discussed
in detail in Ref. [117], thereby effecting the hysteresis curve. Since the solid-state garnet
was hand ground and very likely to contain various nonuniform grain sizes and pores, the
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Figure 4.4.: (Top to bottom) partial hysteresis curves (moment in emu vs. applied field
in Oe) for normally polarized dysprosium iron garnet fabricated through precipitation
method, 1mm and ∼ 300µm thick. The first plot shows the slope of the linear fit that
was used to calculate the magnetic susceptibility (10−3 volume SI units) of these garnets.
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Figure 4.5.: (Top to bottom) Partial hysteresis curves (moment in emu vs. applied field in
Oe) for normally polarized dysprosium iron garnet fabricated through precipitation and
solid-state methods.
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Figure 4.6.: Partial hysteresis curves (moment in emu vs. applied field in Oe) for normally
polarized terbium garnet fabricated through precipitation methods.

unusual behavior might be the outcome of this structural difference within the ground
sample. Use of ball mill to grind it finer in the future and repeating the hysteresis curve
measurement might help.

4.2

Indiana University electron spin-dependent force searches
At Indiana University, we investigate electron spin-dependent and independent forces

using an apparatus described in detail in Ref. [93, 95] whose schematic can be found in
Fig. (4.10). It consists of 1kHz planar mechanical oscillators with a very thin conducting
shield between them which is used to suppress possible electrostatic, Casimir and residual gas backgrounds [93]. This apparatus was initially used to put limits in the Yukawa
correction to gravity. The ∼ 250µm source mass is a piezoelectrically driven cantilever,
clamped at one end and the ∼ 250µm thick detector is a planar double torsional oscillator
shown in Fig. (4.10) adapted from Ref. [96, 97]. It consists of two rectangles and a base
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Figure 4.7.: (Top to bottom) Magnetic moment vs. temperature curve for dysprosium
iron garnet fabricated through precipitation method, 1mm and ∼ 300µm thick. The
compensation temperatures for these garnets are 222K and 223.3K
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Figure 4.8.: (Top to bottom) Magnetic moment vs. temperature curve for dysprosium
iron garnets available commercially and fabricated through solid-state method. The compensation temperature for the commercial garnet is 200K. The solid-state garnet showed
unusual property that showed two compensation temperatures, this could be due to the
grain size and porosity [117].
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Figure 4.9.: Terbium garnet fabricated through precipitation method. The compensation
temperature is 240.5K.

(for clamping) connected with small shafts. Details of the detector shape optimization
process are discussed further in this section. The first anti-symmetric torsional (AST)
mode where the two rectangles counter rotate about the Y-axis in Fig. (4.10) is the resonance mode of interest.

The guiding parameter for choosing a certain mode is the quality factor Q of the oscillator, which impacts the sensitivity and suppresion of thermal noise. Higher Q is better
for the experiment. The source mass and the front rectangle part of the detector overlap
as shown in the figure with a separation of ∼ 100µm that includes a 10µm stretched copper membrane shield (not shown in the figure). The source mass oscillates at a resonant
frequency of the stationary detector mass which maximizes the signal. This requires a
rugged vibration isolation system, therefore 1kHz oscillation frequency is chosen due to
the ease to construct a passive, simple vibration isolation system with high dimensional
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stability at this frequency [98]. This allows the masses to remain close (∼ microns) for
indefinite period of time [3]. The vibration isolation system consists of a stack of brass
discs connected by fine steel wires under tension acting as spring with a resonance frequency much lower than the 1kHz operational frequency [50, 95]. The planar geometry of
the masses is advantageous for investigating mass coupled forces like Yukawa correction
to the gravity because more mass is concentrated at close range as compared to other
geometry. Also, the geometry suppresses Newtonian backgrounds because it is nominally
null with respect to

1
r2

forces [3]. A capacitive transducer and a differential amplifier read

the detector oscillations that are even sensitive to the motion due to thermal effect.

For the spin-dependent force studies, rare earth iron garnets (Re3 F e5 O12 ) have been
a promising candidate as a source of polarized electrons whose fabrication processes and
properties are discussed in detail in the previous section. These rare earth garnets have a
net spin but zero magnetization at a compensation temperature Tc ∼ 200-240K which is
ideal as a spin source. These rare earth iron garnets were fabricated and characterized at
Indiana University and were found to have a spin density of 1020 cmh̄ 3 with low magnetic
susceptibility for such a high spin density (in the order of 10−3 SI volume susceptibility
units for dysprosium iron oxide) at Tc . Design of a high emissivity shield to cool the
experiment radiatively to Tc is underway. The modified apparatus will contain two garnet pellets attached on the opposite sides of the first rectangle so that the geometry is
completely symmetric and does not effect the AST mode much. Investigations on the
effects of attaching spin polarized garnets in the detector’s Q are in progress. The final
plan is to mount the garnet sample in the detector such that it does not compromise the
Q of the detector and perform the experiment at Tc .

Using this apparatus and high spin density garnets, new and improved limits can be
put on all 15 spin-dependent potentials out of the previously discussed 16 rotationally
invariant potentials in Eq. (2.0.5, 2.0.7). Some of these potentials depend on the relative
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Figure 4.10.: (Top) schematic of the electron spin-dependent interaction experiment based
on the previous design of Ref. [93] that was used to put limits on the mass coupled forces.
(Bottom) Schematic of the detector mass in motion, which shows the rotational axis Y
and the detector mass in the X-Y plane rotating in Anti-Symmetric Torsional (AST)
mode. P0 (x0 , y0 ) and P̃ (x̃, ỹ) are reference points for calculations. F, M and B denote
different parts of the oscillator detector.
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Figure 4.11.: Projected sensitivity of proposed experiment to velocity-independent spinspin interactions Eq. (2.0.11), with current limits. Interaction strength according to all
parameterizations in Table (4.1) is plotted versus the range λ (lower axes) and the mass
of an unobserved boson (upper axes). Excluded regions are above the curves. For V2 ,
solid curve is the 1 σ direct limit on (gAe )2 [104], also expressed as f2ee . Dashed curve is
the limit from [124] re-interpreted in terms of Eq. (2.0.11). For V3 , bold solid curve is the
direct limit on (gPe )2 [104], also re-scaled to f3ee in Eq. (2.0.11).
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Figure 4.12.: Projected sensitivity of proposed experiment to velocity-independent spinspin interactions V11 in Eq. (2.0.11), with current limits. Interaction strength according
to all parameterizations in Table (4.1) is plotted versus the range λ (lower axes) and the
mass of an unobserved boson (upper axes). Excluded regions are above the curves. Solid
ee
.
curve is the direct limit on gAe gVe [104], also expressed as f11

velocity of the two particles and have not been investigated experimentally before to our
knowledge. The 1kHz oscillators have the capability to probe these forces as well with
impressive sensitivities. We will present a brief review of the existing constraints on all the
single fermion’s spin-dependent potential (monopole-dipole interactions) as well as twofermion spin-dependent potentials (dipole-dipole interactions) along with the projected
sensitivity we hope to accomplish using the rare earth iron garnets [3]. The parameters
used for this projection are listed in Table (4.1).

The existing experimental limits on velocity-independent and both electron’s spindependent interactions (V2 , V3 ) and V11 given in Eq. (2.0.11) are plotted in Fig. (4.11,
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4.12). The Y-axis are the coupling coefficients fiee (discussed in Chapter 2) denoting both
particles 1 and 2 as electrons whereas X-axis denotes the interaction range λ ∼ 1µm10cm. At the largest distances of 1cm or greater, in general for these three potentials,
the best existing limit comes from Eot-Wash group at University of Washington which
used spin-polarized torsion pendulum, initially used to constrain spin-dependent forces
at astronomical ranges [125]. The spin-polarized pendulum was an array of permanent
magnets (Alnico and SmCo5 ) arranged in a such a way that the spin moments of the
former canceled the orbital moments of the latter. The resulting combo was spin rich
but with minimal external magnetic field. Ref. [104] reports the modified experiment to
probe shorter range of 15-20cm to better constrain the limits on V2 , V3 , and V11 which
are given in Fig. (4.11, 4.12). These plots are the first ever limits from polarized electrons
for these potentials [3] and are reported in [104] as the couplings (gAe )2 , (gPe )2 , and gAe gVe ,
which are shown in Fig. (4.13. 4.14) on the Second Y-axis. The limits on f2ee and f3ee are
1-4 orders of magnitude more sensitive than previous results in the range near 1cm, and
ee
the limit on f11
appears to be the first such constraint in the range of interest. The same

figure also shows the limit from University of Virginia [124] using spin-polarized torsion
pendulum consisting of rare earth ferrimagnets that we discussed before. The results in
Ref. [124] was reported in terms of a fraction α of the strength of the infinite-ranged
magnetic dipole-dipole interaction between electrons
α = (1.6 ± 6.9) × 10−12 .

(4.2.14)

. The curve in Fig. (4.11) is obtained by converting α into magnetic dipole-dipole energy
and equating it to the expression for V2 and fixing r at 3.4 cm test mass separation as
reported in [124]. The projected sensitivity curve and its origin will be discussed later in
this Chapter.

Moving on to the second plot in Fig. (4.11), which shows the constraints on f3ee from
National Tsinghua University, Taiwan [129–131] using a SQUID magnetometer to measure
the interaction between paramagnetic salt and spin-polarized rare earth ferrimagnets that
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were rotated around the salt at distance of 5cm. This experiment also reported results in
terms of α, the most sensitive being α = (1.2 ± 2.0) × 10−14 [129]. The curve in Fig. (4.11)
was obtained by converting this into magnetic dipole-dipole energy and equating it to V3 .
Second curve for f3ee is from the hyperfine splitting in the ground state of positronium [106–
108]. QED theory and these results differ by 4σ [109–111]. The curve from this experiment
in Fig. (4.11) is obtained by equating the energy discrepancy to V3 and fixing r=0.1 nm,
the positronium Bohr radius. The limits on axions in this plot is derived from Ref. [1],
with the cutoff at 10meV obtained from SN1987a [112]. The projected sensitivity curve
and its origin will be discussed later in this Chapter.

The limits on velocity-dependent and both electron’s spin-dependent interactions (V6+7 ,
V8 , V14 , V15 and V16 given in Eq. (2.0.12) are plotted in Fig. (4.15, 4.16, 4.17). The experimental limits for these potentials using electrons do not exist so far in the range of interest.
The only curve that exist for V8 is the limit from California State University-East Bay
from the analysis of atomic spin exchange interaction cross sections [113]. This analysis
compared the theoretical cross-sections, calculated with the usual spin-dependent electromagnetic potentials responsible for spin exchange replaced with potentials of the form in
Eq. (2.0.11 and 2.0.12) with data from He-Na collisions. The limit for V8 in Fig. (4.15) is
reported in terms of gAn gAp in Ref. [113] but has been rescaled according to Table (4.1) in
Fig. (4.15, 4.16, 4.17) with the additional substitution ~s2 = 3h̄σ̂2 /2 in the equation for V8
to account for the Na nuclei which carried the proton spin.

The existing experimental limits on velocity-dependent and single electron’s spindependent interactions (V4+5 , V9+10 and V12+13 given in Eq. (2.0.13) are plotted in Fig. (4.13,
4.14). V4+5 and V12+13 do not have existing limits from electrons so far [3]. The curve
shown (“PSI 2012”) from Paul Scherrer Institute for V4+5 is the limit using polarized
nucleons [114]. It used Ramsey’s technique of separated oscillatory fields to compare the
precession rate of polarized cold neutrons in a beam passing close to a copper plate with
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Figure 4.13.: Projected sensitivity of proposed experiment to interactions between polarized and unpolarized particles Eq. (2.0.13). Solid curve for V4+5 plot is from Ref.
[114, 115] and for V9+10 , from [146] which is the 2 σ direct limit on gSN gPe , also rescaled to
free + frep + fren in Eq. (2.0.13); bold dashed curve is the projected thermal limit. Thin
solid curve is the axion prediction [1]. Lower solid curves for V4+5 and V9+10 are the
indirect limits from stellar cooling [59]; the additional projected curves show expected
improvements from the proposed experiment with unpolarized test masses [94].
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Figure 4.14.: Projected sensitivity of proposed experiment to V12+13 interactions between
polarized and unpolarized particles Eq. (2.0.13), with current limits and theoretical prediction. For comparison, solid curves are the direct limits (1 σ) for the case of polarized
neutrons [114, 115]. Bold dashed curve is the projected thermal limit.

the precession of neutrons in a reference beam. Ref. [114] presents the limit assuming
no coupling to electrons ie; f⊥ne = 0 and f⊥np = f⊥nn ≡ f⊥nN given in terms of (gA )2 . The
“NIST 2013” limit on V12+13 is derived from neutron spin rotation experiment at NIST
which corresponds to the coupling for polarized neutrons [115]. A normally polarized
beam of neutrons passes through 4 He and the experiment is sensitive to its rotation φ.
This angle arises from σ̂ · p̂ in the forward scattering cross-section which could be the
outcome of either V12+13 or the Standard Model weak interaction. The curve is from this
result on φ (current upper limit) used to constrain V12+13 . This result is reported as gV gAn
where gV contains a factor of Z=2 for 4 He. We get fvne + fvnp + fvnn = gV gAn by equating Eq. (2.0.13) for polarized neutrons with V12+13 and substituting Z=2 and A=4 for 4 He.
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Figure 4.15.:

Projected sensitivity of proposed experiment to velocity-dependent V6+7

and V8 spin-spin interactions Eq. (2.0.12). For comparison, the solid curve in the V8
plot is an extension of the 2 σ limit on gVn gVp for nucleons [113], also re-scaled to f8np in
Eq. (2.0.12).
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Figure 4.16.: Projected sensitivity of proposed experiment to velocity-dependent V14 and
V15 spin-spin interactions Eq. (2.0.12).

Current best limits on V9+10 are best obtained from torsion pendulum from Eot-Wash
group consisting of thin silicon wafer suspended between a split toroidal magnet, that
we discussed earlier in Chapter 2 as well [146]. The magnet is the source of polarized
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Figure 4.17.:

Projected sensitivity of proposed experiment to velocity-dependent V16

spin-spin interactions Eq. (2.0.12).

electrons and the silicon is the source of unpolarized nucleons, which is not sensitive to
the classical magnetic field. The resulting limit in Ref. [146] is reported as gSN gPe , where
gSN ≡ gSp = gSn = gSa /A and it is the assumption that gSe = 0. Fig. (4.13) shows the limits
in terms of the free + frep + fren ≈ 2gSN gPe . Also given is the plot of project thermal limit
of Ref. [146]. The figure also contains axion limit from Ref. [112] updated to account for
θQCD [116] inferred from the current best limit of the neutron electric dipole moment [7].
This figure also shows the limit on gSN gPe combined from the limits from stellar cooling for
gPe and from laboratory limits of gravity experiments for gS that we discussed in Chapter 2
earlier. For V4+5 , a limit on gSN gSe has been plotted using similar results of gSe ≤ 1.3×10−14
from stellar cooling and gSN from gravity experiments.

This experiment is still in the research and development phase and we are investigating
different oscillator properties with electron spin polarized rare earth iron garnets attached
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to them. So far, we have projected sensitivities of this experiment in Fig. (4.11, 4.12, 4.13,
4.14 and 4.15, 4.16, 4.17) which will be discussed in the following sections.

4.3

Conclusion and future prospect for electron spin-dependent force searches
Using the parameters given in Table (4.1) and the spin density of rare earth garnets,

we put projected limits on Fig. (4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15, 4.16, 4.17). We first
define different configurations of the spin(s) and the relative velocity ~v that appear in the
potentials which are plotted in Fig. (4.18).
C1: Detector and source polarization in–plane and parallel. Presumably the easiest configuration to attain for spin-spin interactions and sensitive to potentials proportional
to σ̂1 · σ̂2 .
C2: Polarization normal to the test mass planes and parallel to ~v , for optimum sensitivity
to σ̂1 · σ̂2 and spin-spin interactions proportional to σ̂ · r̂ and σ̂ · ~v .
C3: Polarization normal (detector only) and parallel to ~v , for optimum sensitivity to
spin-mass interactions proportional to σ̂ · r̂ and σ̂ · ~v .
C4: Polarization in–plane and crossed, for sensitivity to spin-spin interactions proportional to (σ̂1 × σ̂2 ) · r̂ and (σ̂1 × σ̂2 ) · ~v .
C5: Polarization in-plane, parallel to detector torsion axis, for sensitivity to spin-mass
interactions proportional to σ̂ · (~v × r̂).
C6: Polarization mixed, with one parallel to detector torsion axis, for sensitivity to spinspin interactions proportional to [σ̂1,2 · (~v × r̂)](σ̂2,1 · r̂) and [σ̂1,2 · (~v × r̂)](σ̂2,1 · ~v ).
The projected sensitivities were approximated by converting all the interaction potentials Vi s into forces and integrating this over the test mass geometry assigning 1 for
coupling constants [3]. It is done for several interaction ranges and it is also assumed
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that these Vi s act independently. The ultimate projected sensitivity is also based on
the assumption that all experimental backgrounds can be suppressed below the detector
thermal noise and amplifier noise. We forsee that there could be competitive but reduced
sensitivity limits in the near future that incorporate other backgrounds. The thermal
noise force in the detector is a function of the temperature T, mass of the detector m,
resonance frequency of the detector oscillator ω0 , mechanical quality factor of the detector
Q and the experimental integration time τ and is given by Nyquist formula [3]
s
4kB T mω0
,
(4.3.15)
FT =
Qτ
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant. The details of the thermal energy of the detector
oscillator are explained in Ref. [95]. The sensitivity curves for the coupling constants are
obtained by using the ratio of the force FT and the integrated Vi force at each λ (a signal
to noise ratio of 1). The parameters involved in calculating the sensitivity curves are given
in Table (4.1). Since the test mass separation change varies the signal, the integration
models the sinusoidal modulation of the source mass and calculates the Fourier amplitudes
of the integrated signal. In the thermal noise limit, the amplitude of the oscillations of the
p
detector can be approximated by kB T /(mω02 ) ∼ 1 pm therefore, the relative velocity
~v in Vi is well approximated by the source mass velocity. For each λ, the source mass
amplitude is optimized for maximum signal, for Vi s in Eq. (2.0.11), it falls in the order
of λ. 1 mm is taken as the maximum amplitude for all λs above that. The optimization
is the same for the velocity-dependent interactions Eq.(2.0.12), with the exceptions of V8
and V16 . Since these depend on v 2 , they increase monotonically with source amplitude at
any λ over the range of interest. In these case, the maximum practical source amplitude
of 1 mm is used at each value of λ5 . For the sensitivity calculations, the instantaneous
velocity ~v is considered along the Z-axis (perpendicular to the detector) since pure vertical
translation of the detector mass is considered, discussed thoroughly in [95]. The actual
mode shape of the source mass will have to have some corrections even though this works
as an approximation for the planar geometry of the masses.
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The projected sensitivity in Fig. (4.11, 4.12) shows the limits on velocity-independent
spin-spin interactions in Eq. (2.0.11). Assuming a uniform test mass polarization, the sensitivity plot for V2 is comparable to the Eot-Wash and UVA experimental limits around
1cm range. In smaller region, it is several orders smaller than their results because we
have the advantage of smaller test mass separation. Since transverse and longitudinal
polarization of rare earth garnets yielded the same value for magnetization, this limit is
independent of the polarization direction of the pellets. This is the most sensitive projection among other limits for this potential. The limit on V3 is about 8 orders of magnitude
than the existing limit from positronium spectroscopy around 20 µm. This sensitivity is
reduced by 3 order of magnitude in this range if the polarization is longitudinal to the
plane. Projection for V11 is one of a kind in the range of 10−2 to 10−5 m. The same is
true for the velocity-dependent spin-spin potentials in Eq. (2.0.12). The projected limits
for these potentials are the first ones to be explored as shown in Fig. (4.15, 4.16, 4.17).
Similarly, Fig. (4.13, 4.14) shows the projected sensitivity for monopole-dipole potentials
in Eq. (2.0.13). The lower dashed curves are the projected sensitivities from this experiment on potentials V4+5 and V9+10 . The scalar coupling gsN in this projection comes from
the use of nucleon-dense unpolarized test masses in this experiment, while the scalar and
pseudoscalar couplings gse and gpN are taken from stellar cooling from Ref. [59].

The whole apparatus including the detector and test mass is planned to be ultimately
put inside a high emissivity shield with circulating cooling agent, which radiatively cools
the apparatus to around 200-240K to maintain the ferrimagnetic samples at their compensation temperature. The shield design has been finalized and is in the process of construction. An additional electrostatic/acoustic sapphire shield holder has been designed
as shown in Fig. (4.19). This holder will surround the oscillator and hold a sapphire plate
on the top that will sit in between the oscillator detector and cantilever test mass.
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Table 4.1.:

Test mass geometry and other properties used in sensitivity calculations.

For searches in which the source is centered over the detector (V4+5 , V15 , V16 ), the active
detector area is 58 mm2 . For interactions V4+5 , V9+10 , and V12+13 , the source is unpolarized
and consists of silicon (density 2.3 g/cm3 ).
Parameter

value

Active detector area

29 mm2

Active source mass area

36 mm2

Test mass thickness
Test mass density
Test mass spin density
Minimum source-detector gap

1 mm
3.5 g/cm3 (DyIG)
4 × 1020 /cm3
120 µm

Signal frequency

1 kHz

Detector quality factor

1 × 104

Temperature

225 K

Integration time

200 hr

Oscillators of different materials, mainly silicon (∼ 105 ) and tungsten (∼ 105 ) are
being investigated at the moment for high quality factor Q for the AST mode [95] at
different temperatures. In the process of finding Q values for different pellets (of rare
earth garnet) attached involves first, modeling various oscillators and their normal modes
at different temperatures using the finite element analysis software COMSOL. Then the
effect of attaching different detectors with pellets at different positions is studied and the
most promising configuration is investigated experimentally for its Q value. For a silicon
oscillator, attaching two pellets on the opposite side of the small rectangle gave Q of
5.5 × 104 at T=222 K compared to 3.2 × 104 at T=295 K. Similarly, attaching two pellets
on a tungsten oscillator on the opposite sides gave a Q of 2 × 104 around the compensation temperature T=223 K compared to 1.5 × 104 at 295 K. To ensure an equipotential
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surface after attaching the pellets on the silicon detector, we have successfully coated the
ensemble with titanium and gold (∼ 10and100nm, respectively) with an evaporator. We
hope to eliminate accumulated charge on the nonconducting garnet layer and get rid of
the electrostatic force backgrounds this way.

Quartz has been found to have an exceptionally large Q and is a possible candidate
for the dynamic test mass (cantilever) since having a nonconductor for this purpose is
essential. Any residual (uncompensated) magnetization of the detector can lead to a
non-zero gradient at the location of the moving source. This will drive eddy currents in
the source if it is conducting, which will in turn create a field that acts on the detector,
leading to a false signal. Thus a non-conducting source (nominally quartz with a very
thin conducting coating to control electrostatic backgrounds) is under construction.

There are several other backgrounds we will have to worry about that might interfere
with the experiment: residual gas, electrostatic and acoustic forces, vibrations, Casimir
and magnetic forces, eddy currents, etc. [3,50]. To tackle the residual gas, the experiment
will be done inside a vacuum bell jar with 10−7 torr pressure. The electrostatic force
can arise due to surface potentials on the shield and the test masses. Similarly, acoustic
forces can arise due to residual gas around the test masses and due to the motion of the
source mass. To avoid this, we currently have a 10µm copper conducting shield between
them which is found to suppress possible electrostatic, Casimir, acoustic and residual gas
backgrounds. We also plan to use a sapphire plate which was found to be effective in
suppressing such backgrounds in Ref. [93]. We designed a holder for this sapphire plate
made up of molybdenum for high conductivity and lower coefficient of thermal expansion
compared to the sapphire. The Autodesk Inventor drawing of this holder can be found
in Fig. (4.19). The later property is important since we plan to attach the sapphire
plate with epoxy on the holder and do not want to risk uneven thermal expansion. The
right part is made up of molybdenum which receives the front rectangle of the detector
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oscillator from Fig. (4.10(Right)) in the rectangular cavity. A 60µm sapphire sheet will
be attached with an epoxy covering the top of the right hand side part that will separate
the detector rectangular mass from the source mass. The right part of the holder fits
in the left mass for practical purpose of fitting it to the existing apparatus. The rare
earth garnets are also coated with gold to avoid accumulated charge and provide an
overall equipotential surface. Acoustic background is found to reduce several orders of
magnitude below the electrostatic background with the shield. Due to the polarizability of
the source, complications can arise that relate to magnetic field or field gradient therefore,
nonmagnetic/low susceptibility masses substrates are preferred when applicable. After
addressing these possible backgrounds properly, we hope to achieve the aforementioned
projected sensitivities experimentally.
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Figure 4.18.: Test mass and spin polarization configurations used to search for interactions
V2 -V16 as assumed in the sensitivity calculations. Here σ1 is the net polarization direction
of the spins in the detector mass and σ2 in the source mass. The relative velocity of the
spins in each test mass is strongly dominated by the velocity of the source v. The detector
torsion axis is along x. C1: polarization in-plane, parallel (V2 , V3 ). C2: polarization
normal (V2 , V3 , V6+7 , V8 ). C3: polarization normal, detector only (V9+10 , V12+13 ). C4:
polarization in-plane, crossed (V11 , V14 ). C5: polarization in-plane, detector only (V4+5 ).
C6: polarization mixed (V15 , V16 ). Note that in C1 -C4 , the source subtends half the
detector area and the polarized material σ1 covers only the detector area subtended. In
C5 and C6 , the source mass is centered over the detector and σ1 covers the entire detector
area.
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Figure 4.19.: Electrostatic/acoustic sapphire shield holder design for electron spindependent experiment. The right hand side part with rectangular cavity will contain
the front rectangle of the detector oscillator shown in Fig. (4.10(Right)). A 60µm sapphire sheet will be attached with an epoxy covering the top of the right hand side part
that will separate the detector rectangular mass from the source mass. The right part fits
in the left mass for practical purpose of fitting it to the existing apparatus.
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5. Summary
We discussed the recent developments in direct searches for spin-dependent forces in the
laboratory. In particular, we discussed two experiments at Indiana University, one using
polarized neutrons as the source of spin and an unpolarized mass and the second using
polarized electrons as the source of spin and 1kHz mechanical oscillators to look for such
forces over the sub-mm range. We put limits on the coupling constant product gs gpN using the polarized neutrons and nonmagnetic masses that we fabricated and characterized
at Indiana University. The magnetic susceptibility and purity are the limiting factor in
experiments like these that could limit the sensitivity of the experiment and introduce
systematic effects, which in turn can interfere with the spin-dependent force searches.
Materials with high nucleon density and electric insulators are desirable to ensure maximum interaction and less systematic from eddy current etc. We have fabricated and
characterized a number of solids and liquids with very low magnetic susceptibility values at room temperature. These materials have the potential to be used as the source
of unpolarized/nonmagnetic masses in experiments where magnetic susceptibility of the
masses is a potential source of systematic error. Some of them also have high nucleon
density which is desirable for many experiments.

We anticipate that further measures to protect against magnetic susceptibility systematic errors in precision experiments will need to be employed in the future. Fortunately
there is much room for improvement. Some strategies which suggest themselves and
have been employed in previous work or are contemplated for future experiments include,
but are not limited to, (1) the use of co-magnetometers for the polarized species, with
one species effectively measuring the magnetic field shift from the test mass residual magnetism and the other species searching for the exotic spin-dependent interaction [139,167],
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(2) construction of segmented test masses composed of two different materials so that the
oscillation of the particle density occurs at a frequency nω for a spinning frequency ω of
the object [168], (3) superconducting magnetic shields interposed between the mass and
the polarized species [168], (4) exploitation of the anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility of crystal test masses to vary the susceptibility at constant particle density, (5) use
of the temperature dependence of the paramagnetic susceptibility near a phase transition
to adjust the test mass susceptibility, (6) use of the known functional form of the fifth
force interaction along with a readout scheme which can exploit this dependence. In some
cases, it may be necessary to further reduce the magnetic impurities of solid materials
by special high purity sample preparation methods like those, which are already used to
produce silicon, quartz, and sapphire with ppb magnetic impurities. One can imagine
amplifying the contribution of magnetic impurities to the susceptibility by immersing the
test mass in a large external magnetic field in an attempt to magnetize any existing impurities above detection threshold. Obviously, most technical advances in magnetometry
can be adapted in principle to perform improved magnetic susceptibility measurements.

We have also estimated promising projected limits on the coupling constant product
gs gpe and (gpe )2 using spin-polarized electron materials that we fabricated and characterized at Indiana University. The projected sensitivities include several previously uninvestigated spin-dependent forces. The electromagnetic and thermal noise are the limiting
factors in the sensitivity of this experiment and introduce systematic effects, which in
turn can interfere with the spin-dependent force searches. Therefore, we are addressing
these issues by building electromagnetic shielding and cryogenic version of the experiment
and anticipate the experiment will put improved limits in the future.

The current results for both of these experiments in the sub-mm range suggest no
signal of the spin-dependent interactions that we discussed previously. The obvious path
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is to continue probing remaining phase space for such interactions in the laboratory with
better sensitivity techniques and materials.
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